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THE MODERN WAY TO ACHIEVE 

CLEAN INSERT KEYING IN 

COLOR OR MONO 

MODEL 5641 -CHROMA KEYER 
Chroma Keying provides the most accurate and reliable in- 

serts and effects in color or monochrome programming 
where color cameras are available. The requirements for 
shadowless lighting and careful control of grey scale, es- 

sential in monochrome keying, are relatively unimportant 
in Chroma Keying, since any color can be chosen to deter- 
mine the keying signal by hue (phase) only, without regard 

to luminance. 
In use, the subject is placed in front of a background of any discrete color 
(a color not likely to appear in the subject). A simple control panel adjust- 
ment selects the background color for the keying signal. No more "trans- 
parent" shadow areas (mouth, deep-set eyes, dark hair, etc.). 

In the new RIKER MODEL 5641 CHROMA KEYER, all transistor circuitry has 

been used for highest performance and to eliminate instability and drift 
found in older tube -type design. Utilizing the standard RIKER module pack- 

aging the all -transistor design will operate with the RIKER MODEL 540-A or 

any other Insert Keyer. 

MODEL - 5640 DECODER 
For color studios, Riker adds to its line of color modules a 

new useful all -transistor decoder. Its function is to derive 
RGB information from encoded color signals. 
The DECODER allows distribution of encoded signals to studio 
equipment requiring RGB, such as Special Effects or Chroma 
Keyer. Color video tape may be decoded for reprocessing and 
correction of faults in the original recording. The RIKER 

module packaging allows easy installation of the Model 5640 
DECODER wherever decoding is required. 

Send for full descriptive 
literature. 

Norden Lane, Huntington Station, New York Phone HA 1-3444 Atlanta Los Angeles, Detroit, Washington, D.C. 
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Now update 

for color 

with this solid-state 

sync generator 

and accessory system 

from Cohu 

P GEN LOCK 

0 

Ls< t.,. 

H.se 
COLOR STANC.A.7 

Orr 
Q PWR SUP 

All this in 13/a inches of rack space: 

EIA 525 -line monochrome/color sync generator; 

bidirectional variable speed genlock; 

color standard with colorlock; 

and electronically regulated power supply. 

And all for $2,240, FOB San Diego. 

These systems feature solid-state, integrated circuit 
components for optimum reliability. Extension boards 
facilitate servicing and adjustment of circuit assemblies. 
Available accessories include a dot bar generator 
and automatic sync changeover switch. 

Cohu also stocks monochrome/color switching matrix, 
switcher control and remote control units, pulse 
and video distribution amplifiers, and portable vidicon 
cameras. Get full details direct or from your nearest 
Cohu engineering representative. 

See us at WESON, Hollywood Park, Booth 111 

c CI) H U 
EL EC TROLA IC9, INC 

SAN DIEGO DIVISION 

Box 623 
San Diego, Calif. 92112 
Phone: 714-277-6700 
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This is the new FM Volumax. 

It prevents FM overmodulation without distortion. 

it eliminates SCA crosstalk. 

It solves your pre -emphasis problem. 

It is yours absolutely free. 
(for 20 days) 

Overmodulation. An FM station 
engineer's headache. Use a clipper 
and you get distortion. Use a com- 
mon limiter and you get pumping. 
You could reduce modulation levels. 
But that's not the answer. 

So CBS Laboratories developed 
something new. A solid state FM 
limiting device that replaces com- 
mon limiters and clippers And it is 
unconditionally guaranteed to pre- 

vent FM overmodulation and SCA 
crosstalk without distortion. 

Hard to believe it does every- 
thing we say? Just send this page 
and your station letterhead. We'll 
send you the FM Volumax free. (For 
MPX stations we'll send the stereo 
model.) 

Use it 30 days. After that, send 
it back if you can part with it. We'll 
even pay the freight. Or keep it for 

only $695. Double that if you want 
the stereo model. 

AM broadcasters were quick to 
respond to our free 30 -day Audi- 
max and Volumax offer. Now with 
the new FM Volumax we can make 
you the same offer. Be the first on 
your band. 

LABORATORIES 
Stamlord, Connecticut. A Division of 
Columbia Broadcasting System, lee. 

July, 1966 
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GAI Me_ 

GO 

fAIRCHIlD 

CONAN! 
Write to FAIRCHILD - the pacemaker in pro 
fessional audio. products - for complete details 

FAIRCHILD 
LRECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

1040 45th Ave.. Long Island City 1. N.Y. 
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LETTERS 

to the editor 

DEAR EDITOR: 

I would like to offer for your 
consideration a few comments on 
the February issue of BROADCAST 

ENGINEERING. 

1. "Overmodulation and the FCC" 
Page 15, column 1, paragraph 2 

-In the numerical example 
starting in this paragraph, I 
wonder if the carrier -frequency 
value of 1,000kc might not be 
a bit misleading to some read- 
ers, since FM would not be 
found in this range. 

Page 42, column 3, last para- 
graph-The figure of 700% 
stumped me for a moment-it 
must have been a misprint of 
100%. 

2. "Removing the Mystery From 
Grounding" 
Page 19, column 1, paragraph 
3; and page 23, column 1, last 
paragraph-The word algebraic 
for the sum of resistance and 
reactance implies simply plus 
and minus combinations to most 
engineers, rather than the right- 
angle combinations of complex 
algebra. 

Pages 21 and 22 - Figs. 7 and 
8 don't quite seem to jibe with 
the descriptions in the text ma- 
terial - or at least require ex- 
tra straining to figure out. 

Page 22, column 2, paragraph 
3 - The description of elec- 
trostatic shielding might avoid 
later confusion by stressing that 
a shield in the magnetic path 
(between windings) must be 

Please turn to page 38 

SO.O3 Cycle 
POWER FOR 

FREQUENCY -SENSITIVE 

EQUIPMENT 

+------'- 

DC to AC INVERTERS 

Battery Power to Quality AC 

AC to AC 

FREQUENCY CHANGERS 

Inferior AC to Quality AC 

For mobile and emergency operation of 
video tape recorders and other frequency 
or voltage sensitive equipment. Available 
from stock and field -proven. 

1000, 500, 250 and 125 VA models 

All transistorized for high reliability, low 

acoustic noise, instant turn -on. 

Input: Inverters - 11-15 or 22-30 VDC 

Changers - 95-125 VAC, 50-500 cycles. 

Output: 115 V ± 5%; 60 ± .03 cycle 

sine wave, maximum 6% harmonic 
distortion. 

Used by Military, Government and Industry 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 

ó TOPAZ, INCORPORATED 

Á 3800 HOUSTON STREET 

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92110 
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TAKE ANDS 

(TWO MINUTES & A FIVE CENT STAMP) 

and we'll custom design the most 
advanced DC Remote Controlled 
AUDIO OO:NSOLE! Fill in the form below and we'll 

custom design a Ward Console tailored to meet your requirements. 

NEW CONCEPT All Ward's solid-state Audio Amplifiers and Relay Switch Matrix are 
rack mounted. DC controlled from the Control Panel. System permits 
paralleling control panels to one set of electronics. Centralized location of 
electronics facilitates and speeds testing and servicing. 

LATESTDESIGN Completely solid-state design, using silicon transistors throughout. 
Only system to feature completely solid-state remote controls (no LDR). 
Automatic Gain Control Action on Submaster Attenuator. 
Optional preselect facilities on input amplifiers. 
Compact Control Panel design. 
Illuminated Push -Buttons are controlled by the tally circuitry. 

All this plus 60 db crosstalk across the entire audio band ... regardless of the size of your console. 

WARD ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
142 CENTRAL AVE., CLARK, N. J. 07066 (201) 382-3700 - Number of Microphone Inputs Specify Monitor Requirements ( off below) 

Control Room Cue Speaker - Number of Microphone Preselects E Control Room Audio Speaker 

- Number of High Level Inputs Director's Speaker 
Announce Booth - Number of High Level Preselects Foldback (to audience) 

E Talkback (to talent) - Number of Masters Public Address 
Reverberation Unit - Number of Submasters E Camera Headsets (Pgm. Audio) 

Why not also send us a copy of your Audio Cross Point Functional 
Diagram - or call us to discuss your particular audio switching needs. 

July, 1966 7 
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COLOR LOCK TO NETWORK 

Der INSERT OR WIPE COLOR TO COLOR-BOTH COLOR SOURCES 

SOLIDLY LOCKED TOGETHER 

CHANGES FROM COLOR FEED TO MONOCHROME AND BACK 

TO COLOR LOCKED AUTOMATICALLY 

IW COMP NON CO. 
POWER VIDEO 

ON 

TELEMET CO. xMi.v 

TELEMET COLOR SUBCARRIER 
REGENERATOR MODEL 3516 -Al 

TELEMET CO AMITYVtuE 

TELEMET COLOR STANDARD & 
BURST FLAG GENERATOR 
MODEL 3514 -Al 

31.5 Kc to 
sync generators 

COLOR FEED 

BDPSt NOCE 

ft! 

SICARRtER 
f 
REGENERATOR 

Eu. 

suac,ucrz. MINSE «.DEI 

Fully automatic color locking system when used 
with Model 3514 -Al Color Standard & Burst 
Flag Generator 
Locks to within 1.5° of incoming burst phase 

Fine and coarse phase adjustments on front panel 

Input and output indicator on front panel 

Can be used with other makes of color standards 
with use of external relays for automatic operation 

won DUT _ r1 r 
COLOR STANDARD 
EEuc.9« MOM 1114 

Proportional control oven 

Fully transistorized 
Binary dividers provide accurately phased 
31.5 Kc reference signal 

Dual 3.58 Mc color subcarrier outputs 
Burst flag output 

TO ENCODER 
3.58 subcarrier locked to network while in color 

TELEMET COMPANY 
185 DIXON AVENUE, AMITYVILLE, N.Y. PHONE (516) 541-3600 

8 
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No great loss. 

Harvey Radio Co. sto- 
the complete - 

of Melcor professional solidstate 
audio amplifying equipment. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
D Signal Source Impedance: 

anced or unbalanced 
600/150 ohms, bal - 

D Input Impedance: More than 10X source imped- 
ance 

Load Impedance: 600/150 ohms, balanced or un- 
balanced 

D Insertion Loss: 0 db (none) 

Frequency Response, Unequalized: ± 0.5 db, 20 
cps to 20 Kc 

Maximum Input Level: 4- 4 dbm 

D Distortion: Less than 0.5% THD, 20 cps to 20 Kc at 
-4- 20 dbm out. 

D Equalization: ± 18 db at 40 cps, variable turnover 
± 12 db at 3 Kc, peaking family 
-± 12 db at 5 Kc, peaking family 
± 15 db at 10 Kc, variable turnover 

D System Noise: -121 dbm, referred to input 

Controls: HF Selector 
HF Boost & Attenuate 
LF Boost & Attenuate 

D Power Requirement: 24 VDC at 25 Ma Max 

D Size: 11/2" Wide x 31/2" High x 7" Deep 

Weight: Approx. 13/4 lbs. 

D Price: $220.00 

Every engineer knows how costly 
equalizer loss is. In signal. Because equal- 
izers handle only low-level signals. Where 
every loss brings them closer to the noise. 

Until now, there was nothing they 
could do about it. Except get ultra -low - 
noise related equipment. At great cost. 

Melcor has done something about it. 
At no great cost. 

The Melcor EQ-20 is an active equal- 
izer. Curve bending takes place in the feed- 
back network of an amplifier stage or two. 

Aside from no loss, this arrangement 
permits shifting turnover points. For 'hand 
tailoring' response curves. Especially in the 
frequency extremes. Bass and treble. And 
without muddying midrange. 

No loss also means it may be patched 
into any part of the system. Where its oper- 
ating range is not exceeded. 

Of course, the most important func- 
tion of an equalizer is to equalize. Bend 
curves to your will. 

Take a moment. Read the specifica- 
tions on this page. You'll see that the EQ-20 
is one of the widest range equalizers avail- 
able. And it occupies no more space than 
a standard passive unit. 

Why keep on losing? 

Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 

A great gain. 
If you'd like to stop losing, we'll 

send the Melcor EQ-20 to you for a 

15 -day trial period. No cost or obliga- 
tion. The gain is all yours. Send 
coupon to: Harvey Radio Co., Inc., 60 
Crossways Park West, Woodbury, L.I., 
N.Y. 11797. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 
IL 
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STAINLESS STEEL JACKS & PLUGS 
Will not wear 

Will not distort out of round 

Will meet specs after years of hard use 

s s s s s s s s s' s s s 
111.11113 

VSWR-1.5 db maximum to 4 Gc 

Insertion Loss - under 0.4 db to 4 Gc 

Complete line available 
panels test plugs 

looping plugs 
and patch cords 

Write for information 

lÌPO ELECTRON/CS 
Producers of NEMS-CLARKE Equipment 

A Division of Vitro Corporation of America 
919 Jesup -Blair Drive Silver Spring, Maryland 

2301 Pontius Avenue Los Angeles 64, California 
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8 reasons why we call new 
"Scotch" Video Tape No. 399 

co or 
pluasle 

BRAND 

1. Livelier, truer colors: 
Colors appear brighter, clearer, life- 
like. Up to 5db better signal-to-noise 
ratio for multiple generation copies. 
New oxide, new binder, new coating 
technique make this possible. 

2. Stronger black & whites: 
Compatible high fidelity resolution 
with startling presence. Minimal back- 
ground interference or blur. It's a pic- 
ture that's truly alive! 

3. Longer life: Capable of 2,000 
passes with no oxide rub -off or increase 
in dropouts; no visible indication of 
head to tape contact. Almost impossi- 
ble to wear out. Virtually unlimited 
shelf life. 

4. Improved sound: Dynamic 
range is substantially improved across 
the sound spectrum. Tape background 
noise is significantly reduced. New No. 
399 gives you living sound to match 
the picture! 

5. Cleaner running: Will not 
shed, block or rub -off. Leaves no oxide 
deposit on heads or guides. Assures 
better results-averages less than 15 

dropouts per minute. 

6. Perfect copies: Create up 
to 4th generation duplicates that only 
the most experienced eye can distin- 
guish from the master tape. 

7. Total versatility: Can be 
used for both high -band and low -band 
recording. Recorders need no special 
adjustments or setups. 

8. Field proven: Thoroughly 
tested and proven in actual broadcast- 
ing use by networks, local television 
stations and production studios. 

Scotch Video Tape NO. 399 
opens a new dimension in video qual- 
ity. Delivers the believability and pres- 
ence of live broadcast with the advantage 
of instant playback. Provides "see it 
now" control of program content. 

color 
e 

IJ1USIItvaa,.ne. 
dimension to 
your programming. 

FIND OUT HOW Color Tape Plus adds 
a new dimension to your programming. 
Write: 3M Company, Magnetic Products 
Division, St. Paul, Minn. 55119. 

magnetic Products Division 3m 
"SCOTCH" IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE 3IA COMPANY. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



FM ANTENNA ON 

THE CHRYSLER BUILDING 

Early in 1965, Station WTFM of 
Fresh Meadows, New York, con- 
sidered the possibility of locating an 
FM broadcast transmitting facility 
on the superstructure of the Chrys- 
ler Building in New York City. Pro- 
posals were sought for an antenna 
system which would radiate in both 
horizontal and vertical polarizations. 

The location of the transmitting 
facility and the desired coverage dic- 
tated the electrical and mechanical 
characteristics of the antenna array. 
Fig. 1 shows a horizontal pattern 
specification for the antenna. 

The suppression requirements 
shown in Fig. 1 are based on lim- 
iting the effective radiated power in 
the direction of Station WNNJ-FM 
in Newton, New Jersey, to 270 watts 
and also limiting the effective radi- 

by Richard Pouliot and Edward French* 
-A difficult installation required the construction 
of a one -seventh and a full-size model of the 
structure's spire. 

ated power in the direction of Sta- 
tion WPRB in Princeton, New Jer- 
sey, to 360 watts. The shape of the 
desired horizontal pattern is further 
defined by FCC Regulations that 
limit the change in radiation on 
either side of the null to a maximum 
of 2 db for every 10° change in 
azimuth. An additional problem 
created by the specification is that 
the Chrysler Building is symmetrical 
about a 74° azimuth while the re- 
quired horizontal radiation pattern is 
approximately symmetrical about a 
90° azimuth (due east). 

The development of an antenna 
to meet the specifications proceeded 
as follows: 

1. A 1/7 scale -model antenna was 
constructed for evaluation at 
seven times the actual frequency. 

2. A full-scale antenna structure 
was designed from the scale 
model after evaluation of the 
model. 

3. The scale model was reworked 
to include pertinent details de- 
termined in the course of de- 
signing the full-scale antenna. 

4. The scale -model antenna was 
re-evaluated. 

Fig. 2 shows the 1/7 scale model 
of the Chrysler Building superstruc- 
ture and the proposed WTFM an- 
tenna array. This model was used to 
answer a variety of questions that 
arose during the development of 
the antenna system. For instance, 
the minimum spacing between the 
horizontally and vertically polarized 
antennas was determined by meas - 
*Alford Manufacturing Company, 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Fig. 1. Calculated pattern for the Chrysler Bldg. spire. 

12 

Fig. 2. Model of the final installation in 1 /7th scale. 
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uring the electrical characteristics at 
various spacings on the scale model. 
The exact final spacing was selected 
to accommodate the internal struc- 
ture of the spire. This final spacing 
was, of course, within the limits 
established by the model measure- 
ments. 

An antenna consisting of one 
element was chosen for the hori- 
zontally polarized antenna. This slot- 
ted ring antenna was made to ra- 
diate the desired directional pattern, 
in conjunction with the spire of the 
building, by the addition of fed 
radiating directionalizing members. 
Only one element is required for the 
horizontally polarized antenna to 
radiate some signal in all azimuths, 
since horizontally polarized radia- 
tion can be made to diffract around 
the vertical spire. 

Two elements, however, are re- 
quired to radiate some signal in all 
azimuths for the vertically polarized 
antenna because the Chrysler Build- 
ing spire behaves like a solid re- 
flector with respect to vertically 
polarized signals. Two dipoles were 
chosen for the vertically polarized 
antenna. 

The mechanical specifications for 
the WTFM anntena array were de- 
veloped by using experience gained 

rri 

in the design and manufacture of the 
16 -element Channel 2 antenna array 
installed on the Chrysler Building 
in 1948. The mechanical require- 
ments developed for the earlier ar- 
ray can be summarized as follows: 

1. The antenna was provided with 
sufficient deicing capability to 
prevent an appreciable accumu- 
lation of ice. All parts of the 
antenna were deiced-not just 
those areas where ice build-up 
might affect electrical perform- 
ance. 

2. The antenna was very ruggedly 
constructed to insure reliability 
and maintenance -free operation. 
(The antenna location is rela- 
tively inaccessible.) 

3. The antenna was constructed of 
noncorrosive materials so that the 
building would not be stained. 

In view of the satisfactory experi- 
ence with the earlier installation, 
similar specifications were adopted 
for the new antenna. 

In the design of the slotted ring 
FM antenna, an important consider- 
tion was the deicing of the direction- 
al members and associated supports, 
since the basic design of the antenna 
permitted all significant parts to be 
deiced. In order to deice the oddly 

LOW LEVEL 

OUTPUT 

HIGH LEVEL 

OUTPUT 

r 
INNER CONDUCTOR - 

SUPPORTS NOT SHOWN 

COVER 

W 

SLIDING SHORT 

CIRCUIT 

INPUT 

shaped directional members and the 
associate supports, custom deicers 
were designed to fit within the mem- 
bers. These members consisted of 
extruded thick -wall aluminum tubes 
with approximately one -inch outer 
diameter and 7/16 -inch inner di- 
ameter. The heating wire was 
supported by continuous ceramic 
insulation. A hermetically sealed 
transformer was used to supply the 
proper voltages to these deicers. 

The vertically polarized antenna 
consisted of two dipoles of a type 
previously designed for use on the 
Empire State Building Master FM 
antenna. Each dipole is constructed 
from a rugged aluminum casting. 
One side of the casting is closed, 
with removable aluminum covers to 
provide a means for installing in- 
ternal deicers. The dipole castings 
were X-rayed. 

As previously mentioned, the di- 
mensions and shape of the direction- 
al radiators for the slotted ring an- 
tenna were determined by testing 
the scale model. From these tests it 
was also determined that rotating 
the horizontally polarized antenna 
5° east yielded a horizontal pattern 
closer to the calculated pattern. 

For the vertically polarized an- 
tenna, scale models of two dipoles 

Fig. 3. Construction of power divider feeding vertically polarized elements. 

July, 1966 

Fig. 4. Full-size model of installation. 
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were mounted on diagonally oppo- 
site corners with one dipole directly 
below the horizontally polarized an- 
tenna. The power split between the 
dipoles was then adjusted to obtain 
the desired horizontal pattern. A 
ratio of approximately 100:1 (i.e., 
feeding 99% of the vertical power 
to the dipole directly below the 
horizontal antenna and 1% of the 
vertical power to the diagonally op- 
posite antenna) yielded an accept- 
able horizontal pattern. From the 
model measurements it was found 
that rotating the dipoles 12° east 
resulted in a more desirable hori- 
zontal radiation pattern. 

Because the antenna was to be 
installed in a relatively inaccessible 
place, the three antenna elements 
were fed with separate semi -rigid 
transmission -line feeders, and power 
dividers were installed in the trans- 
mitter area. The semi -rigid feeders 
were installed on the outside of the 
building superstructure because the 
200°F temperature recorded within 

'The whole spire of the building is 
heated by heating the air inside, some- 
times to temperatures around 200°F. The 
1948 channel 2 installation used special 
transmission lines made to withstand this 
temperature. 

1.10- 

1. 05 
> 

1.00-, 
103. 3 

WTFM 

103.4 103.5 103.6 103.7 

FREQUENCY M C 

Fig. 6. Voltage standing -wave ratio (VSWR) measured at coaxial input switch. 

the deiced spire' would substantially 
reduce the average power ratings of 
the transmission lines. 

Fig. 3 shows the construction of 
the power divider to feed the two 
vertically polarized antenna ele- 
ments. This power divider consists 
of a short-circuited stub in shunt 
with a main transmission -line feeder. 
The low -power transmission line is 

tapped off this stub at a small dis- 
tance from the short circuit, and the 
actual power division ratio is ad- 
justable over a small range by mov- 
ing the sliding short circuit. The 
stub end is provided with a means 
for locking the sliding short circuit 
in place, and with a cover for seal- 
ing prior to pressurization. 

Fig. 4 shows the antennas mounted 
on a full-scale model of the Chrys- 
ler Building spire. This model was 

Fig. 4. (Above) Measured pattern from the full-size model. 

Fig. 7. (Right) View of spire shows two antenna systems. 

constructed in order to measure the 
full-scale horizontal patterns for both 
polarizations and to tune the input 
impedances of the antennas. Results 
of testing the actual radiated pattern 
for the horizontally polarized anten- 
nas are shown in Fig. 5. 

After installation, the antenna ar- 
ray was tested on December 29, 
1965. The input voltage standing - 
wave ratio_ (VSWR) of the antenna 
array and transmission line, as meas- 
ured at the input to a coaxial switch 
in the transmitter area, is shown in 
Fig. 6. The measured VSWR in- 
cludes the effects of the three 200 -ft 
lengths of semi -rigid transmission 
line, the two power dividers, various 
transmission -line fittings, the coaxial 
switch, and the antenna array. The 
completed installation is shown in 
Fig. 7. 

WTFM 

ANTENNA 
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A PRESUNRISE 

POWER -REDUCTION 

SYSTEM 

As a result of FCC Public Notice 
B, FCC 64-201, entitled "Adjust- 
ment of Presunrise Operating Dis- 
putes," dated March 5, 1964, sev- 
eral stations have been ordered to 
reduce their presunrise power to 
accommodate full-time cochannel 
stations. Commission Rules had al- 
lowed all daytime stations operating 
on regional channels to operate prior 
to local sunrise with their licensed 
daytime facilities. In our case, this 
meant operating with a 500 -watt 
daytime pattern from 4:00 a.m. 

However, Section 73.87 of the 
FCC Rules provided for presunrise 
operation only if no objection was 
made by cochannel stations licensed 
for full-time operation. Many of 
these stations have recently filed 
complaints against daytime opera- 
tors, even though they have been 
operating during presunrise hours 
for years. To prevent complete loss 
of this service, the Commission's 
ruling is to allow daytime stations to 
continue presunrise operation but 
with reduced power. 

Calculations of interference to our 
complaining regional full-time sta- 
tion determined that our radiation 
in its direction should be limited to 
76.3 mv/m. Our new presunrise 
power should therefore be limited 
according to the following computa- 
tions: 

Since field strength is proportional 
to the square root of the power: * 

E, 

E V PRES 

*For development of this statement 
see: F. E. Terman, Radio Engineering 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Com- 
pany, Inc., 1947) p. 611. 

where, 

E, = 

by Robert A. Jones, Midwest Regional Editor, and 
J. R. McDonald, Jr., Chief Engineer, KCFI, Cedar 
Falls, Iowa-A system for reducing power without 
affecting normal operating parameters. 

licensed field strength in 
mv/m 

E, = restricted field strength 
in mv/m 

licensed full power in 
watts 

PLIC 

PRES = restricted power in watts 

therefore, 

PEES = PI .I( 

in our case, 

76.3 ' 
PEES = 205) 500 

= 69.1 watts 

Sec. 73.54 (e) of the FCC Rules 
and Regulations allows increased 
power to be supplied to directional 
antenna systems to compensate for 
systems dissipation. 
Therefore: 

69.1 
0.925 = 74.7 watts 

Our problem then was to reduce 
power to 74.7 watts with minimum 
interference to normal operation. The 
simplest solution made use of re- 
sistors to dissipate excess power. By 
selecting a suitable matching net- 
work with proper component values, 
we could offer the same load to the 
transmitter and reduce power with- 
out affecting transmitter operating 
values. 

There are two basic matching net- 
works which lend themselves to 
power reduction. These are the "L" 
and the "T". 

The "L" Type Network 

Fig. 1 shows the basic "L" match- 
ing network. This is inserted between 
the transmitter and the phasor. The 
values of R, and R, are determined 
by the "two equations, two un- 
knowns" method. Power dissipated 
by this network consists essentially 
of the losses of a series circuit pre- 
sented to the transmitter: 

where, 

PDIS = 

PI = 
P2 = 

POIS = PI + P2 

power dissipated in the 
network 

power dissipated in R, 

power dissipated in R, 

therefore, 

Pols = (IA'R,) + (Ih'R2) 

where, 

IA 

I2 

and, 

= current through R, 

= R, branch current 

EA = (IARI) -- (IZRZ) 

We know the value of PDIS from the 
formula 

PDIS = Plaa - PRES 

Allowing for system losses in li- 
censed power: 

PDIS = 540 - 74.7 

= 465.3 watts 

IA is a licensed operating parameter, 
in our case 3.0 amps. It is necessary 
to develop I, from the basic formula 
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and 

PRT:N = I,I'Rn 

In = PHI:N 

RB 

where, 

IB = current into phasor at re- 
duced power 

RB = phasor input resistance 
in our case 

RB = 60 ohms (measured) 

therefore, 

In = /4.7 
60 

= 1.12 amps 

Solving for I2 

I_=IA - IB 

= 3.00 - 1.12 

= 1.88 amps 

EA may be found by using Ohm's 
law 

EA = In Rn 

= 3(60) 

= 180 volts 

In recapitulation, our known values 
are 

Pn,s = 465.3 watts 

EA = 180 volts 

= 1.88 amps 

L, = 3.00 amps 

In order to solve for R, and R2 it 
is necessary to find E, and E2: 

EA = E E. 

IA 

FROM 

TRANSMITTER 

where, 

EA = total voltage across the 
network 

E, = voltage drop across R, 

E, = voltage drop across R 

We can find E_ from the equation 

E_ = IBRB 

1.12 X 60 

= 67.2 volts 

Therefore 

E,=E.,-E_ 
= 180 - 67.2 

= 112.8 volts 

solving for R, and R, 

E, E2 R,= R_ 
I_ 

112.8 67.2 
3 1.88 

= 37.6 ohms = 35.7 ohms 

Since 

P = PR 

P, = IÀ'R, 

= (3)'37.6 

= 338 watts 

P = Iz'R, 

= (1.88)'35.7 

= 126 watts 

The "T" Type Network 

The basic "T" network is shown 
in Fig. 2. The easiest solution to this 
network is to compute the db loss: 

db loss = 10 log 
P .r 

10 log 
540 watts 
74.7 watts 

1B 

El Pl 

_ - 8.58 db 

E P TO 
2 2 PHASOR 

FROM 
TRANSMITTER 

For a "T" network in which the 
input and output impedances are 
equal (as in this case) : 

R,=R_=Z k+ 1 

where 

Z = characteristic impedance 

k is a constant depending on the 
loss 

2.67 - 1 R,=RR=60 267+ 1 

= 27.3 ohms 

The value of R, is calculated as fol- 
lows: 

2Zk 
R.` k' - 1 

2(60) (2.67) 
(2.67)2 - 1 

= 52.5 ohms 

Power dissipation in each resistor is 
found by determining the voltages 
and currents for R,, R ., and R3. 

P, = 246 watts 

P_ = 34 watts 

P:. = 185 watts 

Comparison of "L" and 
"T" Networks 

A comparison of the "L" and the 
"T" networks will show that there is 

a better distribution of power in the 
"T" network, and no one resistor is 
required to dissipate the 338 watts 
required by R, in thr "L" network. 

TO 

PHASOR 

Fig. 1 The "L" matching network where Z equals Z- 
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Fig. 2. "T" impedance -matching network where R = R 
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For this reason we elected to use the 
"T" network. 

Construction Details 

The resistors chosen had a total 
resistance of 100 ohms for each unit. 
These were selected to assure a wide 
working resistance range for final 
adjustment. The power rating of 
each resistor is 200 watts. It was 
necessary to divide the value of R1 
between two resistors. The initial ad- 
justment of the resistors to the de- 
rived values was made with an ohm- 
meter. 

After installing the network a 
problem arose - the inductive ef- 
fect of these resistors was greater 
than expected and was sufficient to 
present a very high impedance to 
the transmitter. On the first try, the 
RF line current was very low and 
the transmitter final tubes showed 
much color. To minimize the in- 
ductive effect of the resistors, each 
resistor was mounted at right angles 
to the others. This was not sufficient, 
and it was necessary to add capaci- 
tance in series with the pad to mini- 
mize this inductance. The only ca- 
pacitors obtainable locally were of 
the small, fixed mica type. Although 
less than ideal, they worked. 

The station was fortunate in ob- 
taining several small mica -type ca- 
pacitors rated at 0.002 mfd, 2000 
volts, and unknown current limita- 
tions. It is advisable to use porce- 
lain -type capacitors similar to those 
found in a phasor. This type has 
current ratings sufficient to permit 
operation with maximum safety and 
efficiency. In addition, a 75 -pf vari- 
able capacitor was placed in parallel 
for fine control. The variable capaci- 
tor used had a plate spacing of Vs 

in. The final circuit, as it evolved, 
is shown in Fig. 3. 

The capacitors were adjusted to 
cancel the inductive action of the 
resistors. Several mica capacitors 
plus the variable were tried in sev- 
eral combinations until the unwanted 
impedance cancelled out. 

The final adjustment was made by 
monitoring the meters on the trans- 
mitter. The proper readings with 
the pad in place were calculated to 
be 3.1 amps on the RF line meter 
and 1.06 amps on the common - 
point meter at the phasor end of 
the pad. By using Ohm's law and 
knowledge of power and impedance 

Fig. 3. The power -reducing "T" pad 

division, it was not difficult to find 
the proper voltage and to effect cor- 
rect adjustment. 

Several points were found in the 
final adjustment at which the voltage 
and current readings were close to 
the desired values, but plate dissipa- 
tion on the transmitter finals was 
too high. These conditions were 
found to exist at points where the 
impedance of one or more of the 
legs of the pad was incorrect. We 
concluded that one of the other legs 
was trying to compensate for the 
improper loading and the result of 
roughly the proper amount of at- 
tenuation, but not the correct load 
impedance to the transmitter. It was 
necessary to find the proper adjust- 
ments for each resistor and repeat 
each adjustment, watching all the 
meters and the tube plates until all 
read properly and the tubes showed 
normal color. 

After many overnight adjustments 
and meter readings, we were pleased 
when the resistive network began to 
function correctly. 

The entire assembly was con- 
structed on a 3/4 -in. board and each 
component mounted on two -in. 
porcelain standoff insulators. The 

Fig. 4. Finished 

circuit in its final state at KCFI. 

two 0.002-mfd micas were electri- 
cally in series, so they were con- 
nected together with a single screw. 
One end of the mica capacitor com- 
bination was mounted to the stator 
plate of the variable capacitor. An 
antenna relay, used to switch the 
pad in and out, was mounted in 
the center of the board and wired 
so that it could be energized remote- 
ly. Construction and wiring were 
made so that relay contacts were 
normally in the 500 -watt mode. The 
completed unit is shown in Fig. 4. 

Because the unit is used for a 
limited time each day, it appeared 
unnecessary that it be shielded. In 
order to comply with FCC safety re- 
quirements the board is located on 
top of the transmitter. Also, in the 
open it can more easily dissipate 
heat generated by the resistors. RF 
currents carried at the input and 
output terminals are safely out of 
reach. An electric fan blows on the 
resistors to help dissipate heat; this 
fan is wired through the relay so 
that it runs only when power is fed 
to the pad. 

With this installation, KCFI was 
able to comply with the Commis- 
sion's reduced -power ruling. 

power -reduction unit as it was installed on the transmitter. 
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SERVICING SOLID-STATE 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
i 

In the past year or two the use of 
transistors in broadcast equipment 
has increased until nearly every new 
device now contains semiconductors 
in some application. This includes 
consoles, audio and video tape 
recorders, cartridge machines, turn- 
table preamplifiers, amplifiers, limit- 
ers, transmitters, cameras, projec- 
tors, receivers, monitors, condenser 
microphones, and tower -light flash- 
ers. Because of reliability, high 
quality, and power requirements, 
semiconductor incorporation into 
broadcast equipment has been slow 
and carefully approached. Conse- 
quently, broadcast engineers with 
more than a cursory experience with 
transistors and diodes are rare. 
While it is impossible to cover the 
entire scope of semiconductor prin- 
ciples in this article, an attempt will 
be made to explain basic operating 
theory compared to vacuum tubes 

by Larry J. Gardner, Chief Engineer, 
WKIX, Raleigh, North Carolina-Repairing and 
maintaining transistor circuits often requires a 
new approach to servicing. 

and general rules which govern serv- 
icing techniques. 

Transistors in Tube Terms 

Rough comparisons between vac- 
uum tubes and transistors can be 
made. The emitter functions much 
the same as the cathode, the base as 
the grid, and the collector as the 
plate. In transistor circuits, however, 
there is base current in a class A 
stage, but in vacuum -tube circuits 
there is not. 

Try this approach to transistor 
thinking: Imagine a zero -biased 
triode (a triode which is biased near 
cutoff when the grid is grounded) 
considering that with the grid at 
ground potential the tube is at cut- 
off. Such a tube would behave sim- 
ilarly to a typical NPN junction 
transistor. If the grid becomes posi- 
tive with respect to the cathode, 
plate current flows. In other words, 

f-- Our 

+ 10V 

Fig. 1. Operating voltages in 

18 

a typical R -C coupled solid-state audio stage. 

if the grid voltage has the same 
polarity as the plate voltage, the 
tube will conduct. Thus, in a tran- 
sistor, if the base voltage is of the 
same polarity as the collector volt- 
age, the transistor will conduct. 
Therefore, the emitter -base junction 
is forward biased and the base -col- 
lector junction is reverse biased; 
these are the two requirements for 
transistor action. 

Using this approach to analyze 
Fig. 1, the reason for relative volt- 
ages is evident. With base voltage 
applied, the transistor conducts. A 
voltage drop is produced across both 
the emitter and collector resistors, 
with the emitter voltage being at a 
value near, but slightly lower than, 
the base voltage. By looking at the 
stage as an emitter follower (the 
familiar vacuum -tube cathode -fol- 
lower), it can be observed that any 
change in the base voltage will pro- 
duce a resultant change in emitter 
voltage, so long as current is flow- 
ing. PNP transistor circuit operation 
is identical except that polarities 
are reversed. There is of course, no 
vacuum -tube equivalent to a PNP 
transistor, and this new factor must 
be remembered when servicing 
transistor circuits. 

Complementary Symmetry 
Fig. 2 represents the circuit of a 

phase inverter which employs a 

PNP and an NPN transistor in se- 
ries. It occasionally appears in audio 
amplifiers and is called a comple- 
mentary -symmetry circuit. The top 
transistor (PNP) operates as an 
emitter follower, and its output is in 
phase with the input. The bottom 
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Fig. 4. A typical solid-state amplifier 

possible to reduce noise level by 
Meeting an input transistor from a 
number of the same type, or by sub- 
stituting a special low -noise type 
such as the 2N220 or the 2N508. 

Another problem is loss of low - 
frequency response. This trouble is 
also more common in certain of the 
older equipment than in the new. 
It is almost always the result of 
electrolytic capacitors decreasing in 
value. These capacitors, usually 
rated at from 3 to 25 volts, are 
operated in the circuit at less than 
their rated voltages; therefore, they 
never "form up" to full capacitance. 
Applied voltages on these capacitors 
is generally lowest where they are 
used as emitter bypass capacitors. 
Consequently, a loss in capacitance 
produces negative feedback at the 
low frequencies and reduces the low - 
frequency gain. In order to deter- 
mine whether this is the trouble, 
substitute for the emitter bypass 
capacitors one at a time and check 
overall frequency response. If the 
original capacitor was defective, the 
frequency response will return to 
normal. Recent developments have 
greatly improved these small low - 
voltage electrolytics, so that replace- 
ment with a new unit should restore 
and maintain satisfactory response. 
It is a good practice to replace all 
the emitter bypass capacitors in a 
unit where this problem has oc- 
curred. Interstage coupling capaci- 
tors seldom present this problem be- 
cause they are normally operated 
at close to their rated voltage. Input 

made up on an etched circuit board. 

capacitors in preamplifiers are also 
prone to this problem, although the 
symptoms may include an increase 
in low -frequency noise which re- 
sembles turntable rumble. This is 
caused by incomplete bypassing of 
noise generated in the emitter -base 
junction of the input stage through 
the tape head or turntable pickup. 

When servicing power amplifiers, 
such as monitors, be sure to check 
the schematic diagram for fuses. It 
has been a practice to locate fuses 
in inconspicuous places. They can 
burn out when the output stage is 
overloaded. If the amplifier has no 
fuses and the output has been short- 
circuited, it is likely that affected 
transistors have been destroyed. 

Because of high -current and low - 
voltage requirements of transistor 
circuits, unusual difficulties can de- 
velop if the wiring between the pow- 
er supply and the amplifier has too 
much resistance. Crosstalk between 
two amplifiers using the same power 
supply, distortion, motorboating, and 
instability can often be cured by 
wiring the power circuits with No. 
14 wire instead of No. 22. Running 
a separate power line from the pow- 
er supply to each amplifier can also 
improve the situation. This is im- 
portant for amplifiers with Class B 
output stages in which currents are 
high and vary with the signal. 

In Fig. 4 a method of construc- 
tion used in many high -quality audio 
amplifiers is shown. An etched cir- 
cuit board is employed. Etched cir- 
cuit boards are rugged and reliable, 

but can be damaged if it is necessary 
to replace a component on one of 
them. The correct procedure, when 
replacement is necessary, is first to 
clip the old component off the board. 
Then, heat the soldered connection 
on the reverse side of the board and 
remove the old leads with small 
pliers or a knife blade. Use as little 
heat as possible, since too much heat 
may cause the copper conductor to 
come loose from the board. Next, 
using a very small drill from the 
component side of the board, gently 
drill a new hole through the solder 
still adhering to the copper. Insert 
the leads of the new part through 
the holes, bend them over as close 
to the board as possible, solder 
quickly using as little heat as possi- 
ble, and trim off the excess lead 
length. 

If some of the copper conductor 
should accidentally peel off the 
board, extend the lead and solder it 
to an undamaged portion of the 
same conductor. A little service 
cement applied over the connection 
may help to prevent further damage. 
When soldering transistors or diodes 
on the board, keep heat away from 
the body of the components, and 
solder as quickly as possible. Using 
a soldering gun with any miniature 
device is bad practice. A small, 
commercial -type iron of about 50 
watts is entirely adequate. It is also 
wise to use a heat sink between the 
component and the connection to 
be soldered. 

To summarize, here are a few 
rules to follow when servicing tran- 
sistor equipment: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Never insert or remove semi- 
conductors with power on. Tran- 
sients generated may permanent- 
ly damage them. 
Use as little heat as possible 
when soldering semiconductors 
or other small components. Use 
a heat sink. 
Do not use short-circuit trouble- 
shooting techniques in transistor 
circuits. 
Employ a voltmeter that is ac- 
curate on the low ranges. A 
small error can be very mislead- 
ing. 
Be especially careful at any time 
when troubleshooting semicon- 
ductor circuits. They damage 
easily. 
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U. S. 

By the President of the 

United States of America 

A PROCLAMATION 

Whereas an agreement between 
the United States of America and 
the United Mexican States concern- 
ing radio broadcasting in the stand- 
ard broadcast band was signed at 
Mexico City on January 29, 1957, 
the original of which agreement, in 
the English and Spanish languages, 
is word for word as follows: 

The Mexico -United States Agree- 
ment concerning broadcasting in the 
Standard Broadcast Band has been 
extended until December 9, 1967. 
The effect of the agreement has been 
to limit, to some extent, the radiated 
power of all but a few standard 
broadcast stations in both countries. 
During the next seventeen months 
negotiations will be held to effect a 
new agreement. 

Understandably, broadcast inter- 
ests in each country would like to in- 
fluence the new agreement to their 
own advantage. More than 250 
United States stations assigned to 
Mexican clear channels are current- 
ly restricted to daytime operation, 
and along the border to limited 
power. 

In order that engineers can prop- 
erly apprise their station's manage- 
ment of the specific provisions of the 
agreement and how it can affect the 
station directly, BROADCAST ENGI- 
NEERING herewith presents the agree- 
ment in its entirety. 

The text from which this copy has 
been taken is printed by the United 
States Government Printing Office 
in Volume 12, United States Treat- 
ies, starting at page 734. To the best 
of our knowledge, it is the only 
place where this agreement appears 
in print. It is unlikely that this bind- 
ing and influential document has 
ever been made wholly available to 
involved stations in a reference form. 

We suggest that engineers study 
the agreement, and that management 
be informed of its specific effects 
upon your station. 

MEXICO AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE UNITED MEXICAN 
STATES CONCERNING RADIO 
BROADCASTING IN THE 
STANDARD BROADCAST 
BAND 

The Governments of the United States 
of America and the United Mexican 
States, being desirous of promoting the 
effective technical use in the two coun- 
tries of the standard broadcasting band 
with a minimum of interference between 
stations in the two countries, and be- 
lieving that this purpose can best be 
served by making provision in common 
agreement between the two Governments.. 
have designated for that purpose their 
undersigned Plenipotentiaries who, hav- 
ing communicated to each other their 
respective Full Powers, found to be in 
good and due form, have agreed as fol- 
lows: 

ARTICLE I 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF 
AGREEMENT 

A. Sovereign Rights of Contracting 
Parties-Purpose of Agreement 

While fully recognizing the sovereign 
right of each country with respect to the 
use of all of the channels in the standard 
broadcast band, the Contracting Parties 
also recognize that, in the absence of 
technical developments permitting the 
elimination of radio interference of an 
international character, agreement be- 
tween them is necessary in order to pro- 
mote and maintain the effective use by 
both countries of the standard broad- 
casting band. 

In the exercise of their respective sov- 
ereign rights and for the purpose of 
eliminating objectionable interference, the 
United States of America and the United 
Mexican States have concluded earlier 
agreements, under which it has been pos- 
sible to establish and develop their re- 
spective standard broadcasting installa- 
tions and services. The maintenance and 
protection of these services constitute a 
principal objective of this Agreement, 
while at the same time a harmonious de- 
velopment of the broadcasting services 
of both nations for the future is sought. 

It is the purpose of this Agreement to 
accomplish these objectives by establish- 
ing rules and principles relating to the 
use of the standard broadcasting band by 
each country so that both countries may 
utilize it in the most effective manner 
and with a minimum of interference be- 
tween their respective broadcasting sta- 
tions. This Agreement shall govern the 
relations between the United States of 
America and the United Mexican States 
in the use of the standard broadcast band 
(535-1605 kc/s). 
' The Contracting Parties agree to take 
the necessary measures to require the 

MEXICO 
Radio Broadcasting in the 
Standard Broadcast Band 

Agreement signed at Mexico Janu- 
ary 29, 1957; 

Ratification advised by the Senate 
of the United States of America 
February 23, 1960; 

Ratified by the President of the 
United States of America March 
9, 1960; 

Ratified on the part of Mexico 
March 14, 1961; 

Ratifications exchanged at Mexico 
June 9, 1961; 

Proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America June 
16, 1961; 

Entered into force June 9, 1961. 

observance of the provisions of this 
Agreement upon the private and other 
operating agencies recognized or author- 
ized by them to establish and operate 
broadcasting stations within their respec- 
tive countries, possessions or territories. 

If either Contracting Party acts in a 
manner deemed to be inconsistent with 
the provisions of this Agreement by the 
other Contracting Party, there shall be 
consultations at the request of the latter 
party regarding the matter. In the event 
that such consultations do not result in a 
resolution of the matter to the satisfac- 
tion of both parties, the latter Contracting 
Party may avail itself of the provisions 
of Article VB. 

The United States of America and the 
United Mexican States declare their ob- 
jective to incorporate, in substànce, the 
pertinent provisions of this bilateral 
Agreement into the next North American 
Regional Broadcasting Agreement that 
is concluded. 
B. Annexes to this Agreement 

The following annexes complete and 
form an integral part of this Agreement: 

Annex I: 
(A) Table of Class I -A Priorities. 
(B) Secondary Use of Class I -A 

Clear Channels. 
Annex II Table of Class I -B Priorities. 
Annex III Protected Service Contours 

and Permissible Interfering Signals 
from Co -channel Stations. 

Annex IV Figure 1: Angles of Depar- 
ture versus Transmission Range. 
Figure 2: Sky Wave Curves 10% 
and 50% of the Time. 

Annex V Specific Cases. 
Annex VI Notification Procedure. 
Annex VII Abbreviations. 

ARTICLE II 

TECHNICAL 
A. Definitions 

1. Broadcast Station. A station the 
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emission of which are primarily in- 
tended to be received by the general 
public. 

2. Broadcast Channels - 535 to 1605 
kc/s. A broadcast channel is a band 
of frequencies ten (10) kc/s in width, 
with the carrier frequency at the 
center. Channels shall be designated 
by their assigned carrier frequen- 
cies. Carrier frequencies assigned to 
broadcast stations shall begin at 
540 kc/s and be in successive steps 
of 10 kc/s. No intermediate fre- 
quency shall be assigned as the 
carrier frequency of any broadcast 
station. 

3. Service Areas. 

a. Primary service area. The prima- 
ry service area of a broadcast 
station is the area in which the 
ground wave is not subject to 
objectionable interference or ob- 
jectionable fading. 

b. Secondary service area. The sec- 
ondary service area of a broad- 
cast station is the area served by 
the sky wave and not subject to 
objectionable interference. The 
signal is subject to intermittent 
variations in intensity. 

4. Dominant Stations. A dominant sta- 
tion is a Class I station, as herein- 
after defined, operating on a clear 
channel. 

5. Secondary Station. A secondary sta- 
tion is any station except a Class I 
station operating on a clear channel. 

6. Objectionable Interference. Objec- 
tionable .interference is that which 
exceeds the maximum interference 
permissible under the terms of this 
Agreement. 

7. Power. The power of a radio trans- 
mitter is the power supplied to the 
antenna. 

8. Spurious Radiation. A spurious ra- 
diation from a transmitter is any 
radiation outside the frequency band 
of emission normal for the type 
of transmission employed, including 
any harmonic modulation products, 
key clicks, parastitic oscillations and 
other transient effects. 

B. Classes of Channels and Allocation 
Thereof 

1. Three Classes. The 107 channels in 
the standard broadcast band are di- 
vided into three principal classes: 
Clear, regional and local. 

2. Clear Channel. A clear channel is 

one on which the dominant station 
or stations render service over wide 
areas and which are cleared of ob- 
jectionable interference within their 
primary service areas and over all 
or a substantial portion of their sec- 
ondary service areas. 

3. Regional Channel. A regional chan- 
nel is one which the several stations 
may be assigned to operate with 
powers not in excess of 25 kW. 
However, within an area 100 kilo- 
meters (62 miles) of the common 
border powers in excess of 5 kW 
may not be used. 

4. Local Channel. A local channel is 

one on which several stations may 
operate with 1 kw daytime, and 
500 watts nighttime, at distances of 
150 kilometers or more from the 
common border. Stations located 
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6. Allocation of Specific Channels to 

Each Class. 
The channels are allocated to the 
several classes as follows: 
a. Clear Channels. The following 

channels are designated as clear 
channels: 
540, 640, 650, 660, 670, 680, 
690, 700, 710, 720, 730, 740, 
750, 760, 770, 780, 800, 810, 
820, 830, 840, 850, 860, 870, 
880, 890, 900, 940, 990. 1000, 
1010, 1020, 1030, 1040, 1050, 
1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1100, 
1110, 1120, 1130, 1140, 1160. 
1170, 1180, 1190, 1200 ,1210, 
1220, 1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 
1540, 1550, 1560, 1570, and 1580 
kc/s. 

b. Regional Channels. The follow- 
ing channels are designated as 
regional channels: 
550, 560. 570, 580. 590. 600, 610, 
620, 630, 790, 910, 920, 930, 
950, 960. 970, 980, 1150, 1250, 
1260, 1270, 1280, 1290, 1300, 
1310, 1320, 1330, 1350, 1360, 
1370, 1380, 1390, 1410, 1420, 
1430, 1440, 1460, 1470, 1480, 
1590, and 1600 kc/s. 

c. Local Channels. The following 
channels are designated as local 
channels: 
1230, 1240, 1340, 1400, 1450, 
and 1490 kc/s. 

7. Use of Regional and Local Chan- 
nels by Countries. 
The Contracting Parties may use all 
regional and all local channels, sub- 
ject to the power limitations and 
standards for prevention of objec- 
tionable interference set forth in 
this Agreement. 

8. Priority of Use of Clear Channels. 
a. Each of the Contracting Parties 

hereby recognizes the Class I 

priorities of the other in the use 
of clear channels, as set forth in 
Annexes I and II. 

b. Neither Contracting Party shall 
make any nighttime assignment 
on the channels upon which the 
other Contracting Party has Class 
I -A priority under this Agree- 
ment, except as provided in An- 
nex I. 

c. Daytime Class II assignments by 
either Contracting Party on clear 
channels upon which the other 
Contracting Party has the Class 
I -A priority will be subject to the 
following conditions: 

1) Permissible Hours of Operation: 
Sunrise to Sunset at the location of 

more than 100 kilometers from the 
common border, but less than 150 
kilometers from said border, may 
be assigned to operate with powers 
not in excess of 1 kW daytime and 
250 watts nighttime. Stations located 
100 kilometers or less from the 
common border may be assigned to 
operate with powers not in excess of 
250 watts daytime and nighttime. 

5. Number of Channels of Each Class. 
The number of channels of each 
class shall be as follows: 
Clear channels 
Regional channels 
Local channels 

the Class II station. 
(2) Permissible Signal Intensity at the 

Boundary of the Country Which Has 
the Class I -A Priority on the Chan- 
nel Involved: 

Not more than 5 uV/m ground 
wave. 

(3) Permissible Power: 50 kW, except 
that: 

(a) The United Mexican States 
may assign stations to oper- 
ate with powers not in excess 
of 5 kW on the following 
channels: 700 kc/s, 720 kc/s, 
1120 kc/s, 1210 kc/s. 

(b) The United States of America 
may assign stations to oper- 
ate with powers not in excess 
of 5 kW on the following 
channels: 730 kc/s, 800 kc/s, 
900 kc/s, 1050 kc/s, 1220 
kc/s, 1570 kc/s. Furthermore, 
stations with powers in ex- 
cess of 1 kW may not be as- 
signed in areas within the fol- 
lowing distances of the lo- 
cations specified: 

i. 800 kc/s: 1319 kilome- 
ters (820 miles) from 
Ciudad Juarez, Chihua- 
hua. 

ii. 1050 kc/s: 998 kilome- 
ters (620 miles) from 
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon. 

iii. 1570 kc/s: 998 kilome- 
ters (620 miles) from 
Ciudad Acuna, Coahuila. 

d. It is recognized and agreed by the 
Contracting Parties that the sec- 
ondary use of Class I -A clear 
channels permitted under the 
terms of this Agreement imposes 
no obligations on the Contracting 
Party having the Class I -A pri- 
ority to protect such secondary 
use, and that the Contracting 
Party having the Class I -A prior- 
ity retains full freedom to make 
such use of the channel upon 
which it has Class I -A priority as 
it deems necessary to meet its 
domestic service needs. However, 
if either of the Contracting Par- 
ties contemplates changes in its 
use of such Class I -A clear chan- 
nel which would increase the 
adjacent channel sky wave inter- 
ference to stations in other coun- 
try, such proposed changes shall 
be the subject of consultation be- 
tween the Contracting Parties, 
with a view toward minimizing 
such interference before the 
changes are implemented. 

C. Classes of Stations and Use of the 
Several Classes of Channels 

1. Classes of Stations. Broadcast sta- 
tions are divided into four principal 
classes, to be designated Class I. 
Class II, Class III, and Class IV. 

2. Definitions of Classes. The four 
classes of broadcast stations are de- 
fined as follows: 
a. Class I: A dominant station op- 

perating on a clear channel and 
designed to render primary and 
secondary service over an ex- 
tended area and at relatively long 
distances. Class I stations are sub- 
divided into two classes: 

b. Class I -A: A Class I station 
which operates with power of 50 
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kW or more and which has its 
primary servcie area, within the 
limits of the country in which 
the station is located, free from 
objectionable interference from 
other stations on the same and 
adjacent channels, and its second- 
ary service area, within the same 
limits, free from objectionable 
interference from stations on the 
same channel, in accordance with 
the engineering standards herein- 
after set forth. 

c. Class I -B: A Class I Station 
which operats with power of not 
less than 10 kW or more than 
50 kW and which has its primary 
service area free from objection- 
able interference from other sta- 
tions on the same and adjacent 
channels and its secondary serv- 
ice area free from objectionable 
interference from stations on the 
the same channel, in accordance 
with the engineering standards 
hereinafter set forth. 

d. Class II: A secondary station 
which operates on a clear chan- 
nel and is designed to render 
service over a primary service 
area which, depending on geo- 
graphical location and power 
used, may be relatively large, 
but which is limited by and 
subject to such interference as 
may be received from Class I sta- 
tions. A station of this class shall 
operate with power of not less 
than 0.10 kW or more than 50 
kW. Whenever necessary a Class 
II station shall use a directional 
antenna or other means to avoid 
interference, in accordance with 
the engineering standards here- 
inafter set forth, with Class I 
stations and with other Class II 
stations. 

e. Class III: A station which op- 
erates on a regional channel and 
is designed to render service pri- 
marily to a metropolitan district 
and the rural area contained 
therein and contiguous thereto. A 
station of this class operates with 
power not less than 0.5 kW and 
not more than 25 kW. The serv- 
ice area is subject to interfer- 
ence in accordance with the en- 
gineering standards hereinafter 
set forth. 

f. Class IV: A station generally 
using a local channel and de- 
signed to render service primari- 
ly to a city or town and the 
suburban and rural areas contigu- 
ous thereto. The power of a 
station of this class shall not be 
less than 0.1 kW and not more 
than 1 kW daytime and 0.5 kW 
nighttime. Its service area is sub- 
ject to interference in accordance 
with the engineering standards 
hereinafter set forth. 

3. Additional Provisions Concerning 
the Use of Clear Channels. 
a. In principle, Class I stations shall 

be assigned only to clear chan- 
nels. 

b. Except as otherwise provided in 
this Agreement, Class II stations 
may be assigned to clear channels 

only on condition that the inter- 
fering signal does not exceed that 
permitted under the standards in 
Annex III. 

4. Use of Region Channels. 
a. In general, only Class III stations 

shall be assigned to regional 
channels. 

b. On condition that interference 
not be caused to any Class III 
station, and subject to such inter- 
ference as may be received from 
Class III stations, Class IV sta- 
tions may be assigned to regional 
channels. 

5. Use of Local Channels. Only Class 
IV stations shall be assigned to 
local channels. 

D. Service and Interference 
1. Satisfactory Signal. It is recognized 

that, in the absence of interference 
from other stations and in regions 
where the natural electric noise level 
is not abnormally high, a signal of 
100 uV/m constitutes a usable sig- 
nal in rural and sparsely settled 
areas but that, because of the 
higher electrical noise levels in 
more thickly populated communi- 
ties, greater field intensities (ranging 
as high as 25 mV/m or more in 
cities) are necessary to render satis- 
factory service. It is further recog- 
nized that it is not possible to 
accord protection to stations from 
interference over the entire area 
over which their signals are or may 
be above the electrical noise level, 
particularly at night, and that it is 
necessary to specify boundaries or 
contours at or within which sta- 
tions are protected from objection- 
able interference from other stations. 

2. Areas Protected From Objectionable 
Interference. The boundaries or con- 
tours at and within which the several 
classes of stations shall be protected 
from objectionable interference are 
set forth in Annex III. No station, 
however, need be protected from ob- 
jectionable interference at any point 
outside the boundaries of the coun- 
try in which such station is located 
except as provided elsewhere in this 
Agreement. 

3. Objectionable Interference on the 
Same Channel. 
a. Daytime: to All Classes of Sta- 

tions: Nighttime: to Class I 
Stations. Objectionable interfer- 
ence shall be deemed to be 
caused to an existing station 
when, at the boundary or field 
intensity contour specified in An- 
nex III with respect to the class 
to which the station belongs, 
the intensity of the field produced 
by another station exceeds, for 10 
per cent or more of the time, 
the value of the permissible inter- 
fering signal set forth for such 
class in Annex III. 

b. Nighttime: to Class II and Class 
III Stations. Objectionable inter- 
ference shall be deemed to be 
caused to an existing station when 
at the field intensity contour spec- 
ified for the class of station in 
Annex III or at the contour with- 
in which the station provides in- 

terference -free service (whichever 
is higher) a new signal exceeds 
70 per cent of thé intensity of 
the permissible interfering signal 
set forth in said Annex for the 
class of station, or 70 per cent 
of the strongest interfering signal 
from an existing or duly notified 
station if the latter is in excess 
of the permissible signal. 

4. Objectionable Interference on Ad- 
jacent Channels. 
Objectionable interference is con- 
sidered to exist when, at or within 
the specified contours of a desired 
station, the field intensity of the 
ground wave of an undesired sta- 
tion operating on an adjacent chan- 
nel exceeds a value determined by 
the following ratio: 

Separation 
between 
Channels 
10 kc/s 
20 kc/s 

Minimum permissible 
ratio of desired to 
undesired signals 

1 to 0.5 
1 to 30 

The undesired ground wave signal 
shall be determined at or within the 
0.5 mV/m ground wave contour of 
the desired station. These values 
apply to all classes of stations both 
day and night and are based on 
ground wave only. No adjacent 
channel interference is considered 
on the basis of an interfering sky 
wave. 

5. Frequency Stability. The operating 
frequency of each broadcast station 
shall be maintained to within 20 
cycles per second of the assigned 
frequency. 

6. Spurious Radiation. The Contract- 
ing Parties shall endeavor to reduce 
and, if possible, eliminate spurious 
radiations from broadcast stations. 
Such radiations shall be reduced in 
all cases until they are not of suffi- 
cient intensity to cause interference 
outside the frequency band required 
for the type of emission employed. 
With respect to type A-3 emissions 
the transmitter should not be modu- 
lated in excess of its modulation 
capability to the extent that inter- 
fering spurious radiations occur. 

E. Determination of Presence of Objec- 
tionable Interference 

1. Antenna Performance. For the pur- 
pose of calculating the presence and 
the degree of objectionable inter- 
ference, stations of the several 
classes shall be assumed to produce 
effective field, corrected for absorp- 
tion, for 1 kW of input power to 
to the antenna, as follows: 

Class of Station At One Kilometer At One Mile 
I 362 mV/m 225 mV/m 

II and III 282 mV/m 175 mV/m 
IV 241 mV/m 150 mV/m 

In case a directional antenna is 
employed, the interfering signal of 
a broadcasting station in any direc- 
tion, in the absence of actual inter- 
ference, measurements will be de- 
termined by calculations of the 
horizontal and vertical field intensity 
patterns of the directional antenna. 

2. Power. The power of a station shall, 
for the purposes of notifications re- 
quired by this Agreement, be de- 
termined in one of the following 
manners: 
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a. By taking the product of the 
square of the antenna current and 
the antenna resistance (antenna 
input power). 

b. By determination of the station's 
effective field intensity, corrected 
for absorption, by making suffi- 
cient field intensity measurements 
on at least eight radials as nearly 
equally spaced as practicable and 
by relating the field intensity thus 
determined to the effective field 
intensity of a station having 
the antenna efficiency stipulated 
above for its class. 

3. Methods of Determining the Pres- 
ence of Objectionable Interference- 
General. The existence or absence 
of objectionable interference from 
stations on the same or adjacent 
channels shall be determined by use 
of ground wave or sky wave curves 
referred to in paragraph 4, below. 

4. Use of Propagation Curves. 
a. Sky Wave Curves. In computing 

the distance to the 50 per cent 
sky wave field intensity contour 
of a Class I station of a given 
power, and also in computing the 
10 per cent sky wave field in- 
tensity of an alleged interfering 
station, of any class and given 
power, at a specified distance, 
use may be made of the appro- 
priate graphs set forth in Annex 
IV. 

b. Ground Wave Curves. The dis- 
tance to any specified ground 
wave field intensity contour may 
be determined from appropriate 
ground wave curves plotted for 
the frequency under considera- 
tion and the conductivity and 
dielectric constant of the earth 
between the station and desired 
contour. The frequency and the 
conductivity of the earth must be 
considered in every case and 
where the distance is great due 
allowance must be made for loss 
due to curvature of the earth. 
The family of curves to be used 
for this purpose is similar to the 
curves of Ground Wave Field 
Intensity versus Distance for dif- 
ferent frequencies, contained in 
the Regulations, Part 3, Radio 
Broadcast Services, January 1956 
edition, issued by the Federal 
Communications Commission of 
the United States of America. 
Where several values of conduc- 
tivity are presumed to occur 
along a single propagation path, 
the "Kirke" or "Equivalent Dis- 
tance" method of computation 
shall be used in computing the 
distance to a specific field in- 
tensity contour in conjunction 
with the curves referred to in the 
preceding paragraph. The appli- 
cation of this method is described 
in the Regulations of the Federal 
Communications Commission 
mentioned above. 

F. Review of Technical Standards and 
Requirements 

The technical standards and require- 
ments adopted in this Agreement shall 

be the subject of constant study by both 
countries in the light of continuing de- 
velopment of the radio art, and shall be 
subject to such change during the term 
of this Agreement as the appropriate 
administrations of the Contracting Parties 
may find mutually agreeable. 

ARTICLE III 
NOTIFICATION 

A. Recognition of Existing Notifications 
of Standard Broadcasting Station As- 
signments 

1. All outstanding notifications of 
standard broadcasting stations as- 
signments received from either Con- 
tracting Party by the Inter -American 
Radio Office (O.I.R.), Habana, 
Cuba, on or prior to June 15, 1955, 
which are not the subject of objec- 
tion submitted through that Office 
by either Contracting Party, and 
are not modified by the specific as- 
signments in the Annexes hereto, 
are hereby recognized and accepted. 

2. The notifications of standard broad- 
casting station assignments set out 
in the Annexes to this Agreement 
are also hereby recognized and ac- 
cepted. All notifications and objec- 
tions inconsistent with the assign- 
ments set out in the said Annexes, 
or otherwise inconsistent with the 
terms of this Agreement, are here- 
by withdrawn. 

B. Notification of New Broadcasting Sta- 
tion Assignments. Changes in Existing 
Broadcasting Assignments, etc. 

1. New station assignments or changes 
in existing station assignments made 
by either Contracting Party shall be 
consistent with the terms of this 
Agreement. 

2. Each Contracting Party shall notify 
the other Contracting Party of all 
new broadcasting station assign- 
ments, and all changes in or dele- 
tions of existing broadcasting station 
assignments in accordance with An- 
nex VI of this Agreement. Each 
Contracting Party shall also notify 
the other Contracting Party of the 
deletion of any broadcasting station 
assignments and of the date of com- 
mencement or cessation of opera- 
tion, and consummation of changes 
in broadcasting stations. 

3. To be valid, each notification must 
be such that the new broadcasting 
station, change or deletion proposed 
therein is in accordance with this 
Agrement. 

4. Each Contracting Party shall, with- 
in forty-five days after the date of 
receipt of such notification, advise 
the Contracting Party making the 
notification of any objection it may 
have thereto under the terms of this 
Agreement or of its acceptance of 
the notification. In case the supple- 
mentary information required un- 
der the provisions of Annex VI does 
not accompany the basic information 
and such supplementary information 
is received within the period speci- 
fied in the said Annex, the period 
during which objection may be 
made shall be extended to thirty 
days after the date of receipt of 

such supplementary information. 
5. Failure of either Contracting Party 

to object to a notification within the 
period specified above shall be 
deemed to be an acceptance by that 
Contracting Party of such notifica- 
tion. 

6. The date of priority of a notification 
shall be determined by the date of 
receipt, by the Agency or Govern- 
ment performing the notification ex- 
change functions, of the basic infor- 
mation constituting the notification, 
provided the supplementary infor- 
mation with respect to such notifica- 
tion is also submitted within the 
period specified therefor in Annex 
VI. If there is a conflict between two 
or more notifications, priority in 
the date of receipt thereof by the 
Agency or Government performing 
the notification exchange function 
shall govern. 

C. Cessation of Effect of Notification 
1. Any notification of a new broad- 

casting station assignment or of a 
change in an existing broadcasting 
station assignment shall cease to 
have any effect if, within the period 
specified in Annex VI, the supple- 
mentary information shall not have 
been supplied. 

ARTICLE IV 

RATIFICATION AND ENTRY 
INTO FORCE 

A. Ratification 
1. This Agreement shall be subject to 

ratification by both Contracting 
Parties in accordance with their con- 
stitutional procedures. 

2. The Contracting Parties agree to 
take the action appropriate and 
necessary to ratification as expe- 
ditiously as possible consistent with 
their consitutional procedures. 

3. The instruments of ratification shall 
be exchanged in Mexico, Distrito 
Federal. 

B. Entry into Force 
1. This Agreement shall enter into 

force upon the exchange of instru- 
ments of ratification. 

ARTICLE V 

TERM AND DENUNCIATION 
OF AGREEMENT 

A. Term 
This agreement shall remain in force 

for a period of five years unless, before 
the end of that period, it is terminated 
by a notice of denunciation pursuant to 
paragraph B of this Article or replaced 
by a new agreement between the Con- 
tracting Parties. 
B. Denunciation 

Either Contracting Party may termi- 
nate this Agreement by notice of de- 
nouncement to the other Party. The 
denunciation shall take effect one year 
after the date of receipt of the notice 
thereof, except that denunciation pursu- 
ant to the provisions therefor in Article I 
of this Agreement shall take effect ninety 
days after the date of receipt of the 
notice thereof. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective 
Plenipotentiaries have signed this Agree- 
ment in duplicate in the English and 
Spanish languages. The texts in both 
languages shall be equally valid. An 
authentic copy thereof shall be forwarded 
by the Government of the United Mexi- 
can States to the Governments of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland for the Territories in 
the North American Region (Bahama 
Islands and Jamaica); Canada; Cuba; 
Dominican Republic; and Haiti; to the 
Secretary General of the International 
Telecommunication Union and to the 
Agency performing the notification ex- 
change function. 

DONE at Mexico, Distrito Federal, this 
twenty-ninth day of January, one thou- 
sand nine hundred fifty seven. 

For the Government of the 
United States of America: 

FRANCIS WHITE 

Francis White 

Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America 

to the United Mexican States. 

ROSEL H. HYDE 

Rosel H. Hyde 

Chairman of the United 
States Delegation 

[SEAL] 

For the Government of the 
United Mexican States: 

W BUCHANAN 

Ingeniero Walter C. Buchanan 
Acting Secretary of Communications 

and Public Works. 

E MENDEZ 

Ingeniero Eugenio Mendez 
Docürro 

Director General of 
Telecommunications of the 

Ministry of Communications 
and Public Works. 

[SEAL] 

ANNEX II 
Table of Class I -B Priorities 

Country 
Channel 

kc/s Station 
having I -B 
Priorities Antenna Schedule 

680 San Francisco, California USA ND U 
690 Tijuana, Baja California Mexico DA U 
710 New York, New York USA DA U 
710 Seattle, Washington USA DA U 
810 San Francisco, California USA DA U 
810 Schenectady, New York USA ND U 
850 Denver, Colorado USA ND U 
850 Orizaba, Veracruz Mexico DA U 
940 Mexico, Distrito Federal Mexico ND U 

1000 Mexico, Distrito Federal Mexico DA U 
1000 Chicago, Illinois USA DA U 
1000 Seattle, Washington USA DA U 
1060 Mexico, Distrito Federal Mexico DA U 
1060 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA DA U 
1070 Los Angeles, California USA ND U 
1080 Hartford, Connecticut USA DA U 
1080 Dallas, Texas USA DA U 
1090 Rosarito, Baja California Mexico DA U 
1090 Little Rock, Arkansas USA DA U 
1090 Baltimore, Maryland USA DA U 
1110 Omaha, Nebraska USA DA U 
1 110 Charlotte, North Carolina USA DA U 
1 130 Shreveport, Louisiana USA DA U 
1130 New York, New York USA DA U 
1 140 Monterrey, Nuevo Leon Mexico DA U 
1140 Richmond, Virginia USA DA U 
1 170 Tulsa, Oklahoma USA DA U 
1170 Wheeling, West Virginia USA DA U 
1 190 Guadalajara, Jalisco Mexico DA U 
1190 Fort Wayne, Indiana USA DA U 
1190 Portland, Oregon USA DA U 
1500 Washington, District of Columbia USA DA U 
1500 St. Paul, Minnesota USA DA U 
1510 Nashville, Tennessee USA DA U 
1510 Spokane, Washington USA DA U 
1520 Buffalo, New York USA DA U 
1520 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma USA DA U 
1530 Sacramento, California USA DA U 
1530 Cincinnati. Ohio USA DA U 
1540 Waterloo, Iowa USA DA U 
1550 Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas Mexico DA U 
1560 New York, New York USA DA U 
1560 Bakersfield, California USA DA U 

Class of 
Class of channel 
station used 

IV 

Clear 

Clear 

Clear 

Regional 

Local 

ANNEX III 

PROTECTED SERVICE, CONTOURS AND PERMISSIBLE 

INTERFERING SIGNALS 

FROM CO -CHANNEL STATIONS 

Permissible power 

50 kW or more 

10 kW to 50 kW 

0.10 kW to 50 kW 

0.5 kW to 25 kW as provided in 
definition of Regional Channel 

0.1 kW to 1 kW day as provided 
in definition of Local Channel 

0.1 kW to 0.5 kW night as pro- 
vided in definition of Local 
Channel 

Boundary or signal intensity 
contour of area protected from 

objectionable interference 

Day Night 
Boundary of country in which 

station is located 
100 uV/m 500 uV/m 

(50% sky wave) 
500 uV/m 2500 uV/m 

(Ground wave) 
500 uV/m 2500 uV/m 

(Ground wave) 
500 uV/m 4000 uV/m 

(Ground wave) 

Permissible interfering 
signal 

Day 
Ground 
Wave 

5 uV/m 

5 uV/m 

25 uV/m 125 uV/m 

25 uV/m 125 uV/m 

25 uV/m 200 uV/m 

Night 
10% Sky 

Wave 
25 uV/m 

25 uV/m 
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ANNEX I 
A. Table of Class 1-A Priorities 

Channel Country having 
kc/s I -A Priority 
540 Mexico 
640 USA 
650 USA 
660 USA 
670 USA 
700 USA 
720 USA 
730 Mexico* 
750 USA 
760 USA 
770 USA 
780 USA 
800 Mexico 
820 USA 
830 USA 
840 USA 
870 USA 
880 USA 
890 USA 
900 Mexico 

1020 USA 
1030 USA 
1040 USA 
1050 Mexico 
1100 USA 
1120 USA 
1160 USA 
1180 USA 
1200 USA 
1210 USA 
1220 Mexico 
1570 Mexico 

`The Parties hereto recognize the limitation 
to the Mexican operation on 730 kc/s caused 
by operation of stations in the United States of 
America on the frequency 740 kc/s and agree 
to continue their study of this matter in an 
effort to arrive at an adjustment in the use 
of 740 kc/s that will be mutually satisfactory 
and upon the basis of which the United States 
of America may modify its existing priority 
for the use of 740 kc/s. Each Contracting 
Party agrees to exchange views and to give 
careful consideration to any suggestions by the 
other Contracting Party. [Footnote in original.] 

B. Secondary Use of Class I -A Clear 
Channels 

1. Neither Contracting Party* shall 
make any nighttime assignment on 
the channels upon which the other 
country has Class I -A priority under 
this Agreement, except as follows: 
a. The United Mexican States may 

make the following assignments: 
(1) 660 kc/s -5 kW maximum power, 

directional antenna, Mexico, Dis- 
trito Federal, with the signal in- 
tensity at any point within the 
boundaries of the United States of 
America limited to 50 uV/m, 10 
per cent sky wave. 

(2) 760 kc/s -5 kW maximum power, 
directional antenna, Mexico, Dis- 
trito Federal, or south with signal 
intensity at any point within the 
boundaries of the United States of 
America limited to 50 uV/m, 10 
per cent sky wave. 

(3) 830 kc/s -5 kW maximum power, 
directional antenna, Mexico, Dis- 
trito Federal, with signal at any 
point within the boundaries of the 
United States of America limited 
to 50 uV/m, 10 per cent sky wave. 

(4) 1030 kc/s-Mexico, Distrito Fed- 
eral, 10 kW -D, 1 kW -N, ND, U, 
II. 

'In the case of the United States of America 
this also includes Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
and the Virgin Islands. 

ANNEX V 

SPECIFIC CASES 

540 kc/s Haines City, Florida 
550 kc/s Merida, Yucatan 
550 kc/s San Diego, California 
570 kc/s Morelia, Michoacan 
580 kc/s Guadalajara, Jalisco 

#590 kc/s Reynosa, Tamaulipas 
590 kc/s Hermosillo, Sonora 
610 kc/s Sabinas, Coahuila 

620 kc/s Chihuahua, Chihuahua 

620 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
630 kc/s Monterrey, Nuevo Leon 
660 kc/s Ciudad Delicias, Chihuahua 
690 kc/s Tijuana, Baja California 
690 kc/s La Mesa, Texas 
690 kc/s State of Yucatan 
710 kc/s Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas 
790 kc/s Mexicali, Baja California 
790 kc/s La Paz, Baja California 

810 kc/s Kansas City, Missouri 
810 kc/s Tampico, Tamaulipas 
850 kc/s Orizaba, Veracruz 
920 kc/s Piedras Negras, Coahuila 

920 kc/s Culiacan, Sinaloa 
940 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
950 kc/s Tijuana, Baja California 
960 kc/s Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas 
970 kc/s Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua 

1000 kc/s Chicago, Illinois 
1000 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1000 kc/s Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
1010 kc/s Ciudad Acuna, Coahuila 

1070 kc/s Tehuacan, Puebla 
(will shift from 1080 kc/s) 

1080 kc/s Zitacuaro, Michoacan 

1110 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1130 kc/s Jalapa, Veracruz 
1140 kc/s Monterrey, Nuevo Leon 
1150 kc/s Ciudad Obregon, Sonora 

1150 kc/s Merida, Yucatan 

1150 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1190 kc/s Fort Wayne, Indiana 
1190 kc/s Portland, Oregon 
1190 kc/s Guadalajara, Jalisco 

1250 kc/s Port Arthur, Texas 
1310 kc/s Torreon, Coahuila 

1320 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1330 kc/s Gallup, New Mexico 
1360 kc/s Iguala, Guerrero 

1360 kc/s Celaya, Guanajuato 

1370 kc/s Monterrey, Nuevo Leon 
1370 kc/s Nogales, Sonora 
1380 kc/s Tecate, Baja California 

1380 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1410 kc/s Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas 

1410 kc/s Searcy, Arkansas 

1450 kc/s Valle Hermoso, Tamaulipas 

1470 kc/s Ciudad Miguel Aleman, 
Tamaulipas 

1470 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 
1520 kc/s Hidalgo del Parral, Chihuahua 
1540 kc/s Los Angeles, California 
1540 kc/s Waterloo, Iowa 
1550 kc/s Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas 
1550 kc/s Huntsville, Alabama 

1560 kc/s Bakersfield, California 
1560 kc/s New York, New York 
1560 kc/s Ciudad Cuahetmoc, Chihuahua 

10kW DA D II° 
5 kW DA -1 U III° 
5 kW DA U IIIk 
1 kW ND U III 

25 kW DA -1 U III° 
5 kW-D/.25kW-N ND U IV 

1 kW ND U III 
3 kW -D/0.5 kW- ND U III 

N 
1 kW -D/0.25 kW- ND U IV 

N 
10 kW -D/5 kW -N ND U III 
10 kW DA -2 U III° 

0.5 kW ND D II 
50 kW DA -N U I -B°` 

0.25 kW ND U II 
50kW DA U II' 

1 kW ND U II 
0.5 kW ND D III 

2 kW -D/0.75 kW- ND U III 
N 

50 kW -D/10 kW -N DA -N U II° 
50 kW DA -N U II° 

100 kW -D/50 kW -N DA -N U I-B`a 
1 kW -D/0.25 kW- ND U IV 

N 
5 kW DA -N U III° 

150 kW -D/50 kW -N ND U I -B 
2.5 kW ND U III 

2 kW -D/1 kW -N ND U ,III 
10 kW -D/5 kW -N ND U III 
50 kW DA -2 U I -B° 
10 kW ND U i -B° 
5,kW DA -2 U TP 

0.5 kW -D/0.2 kW- ND U II 
N 

1 kW -D/0.25 kW- ND U II 
N 

0.5 kW -D/0.1 ND U II 
kW -N 

50 kW DA -N U IIe 
10 kW DA -N U II° 
50 kW DA -N U I -B° 

5 kW -D/0.3 ND U III 
kW -N 

0.5 kW -D/0.35 ND U III 
kW -N 

10 kW DA -N U JII° 
50 kW DA -N U I -B° 
50 kW DA -1 U I -B° 

(10 kW ND U I -B' 
(50 kW DA -N U 

5 kW -D/1 kW -N DA -N U III° 
10 kW -D/0.25 ND U IV 

kW -N 
I kW ND U III 
5 kW -D/1 kW -N DA -N U QII° 
1 kW -D/0.5 U III 

kW -N 
1 kW -D/0.175 ND U IV 

kW -N 
10 kW DA -N U III° 

5 kW ND U III 
0.25 kW -D/0.1 ND U IV 

kW -N 
5 kW ND U III 
1 kW -D/0.25 ND U IV 

kW -N 
1 kW -D/0.5 DA -N U III° 

kW -N 
1 kW -D/0.25 ND U IV 

kW -N 
0.5 kW -D/0.25 ND U N 

kW -N 
10 kW -D/5 kW -N ND U III 

1 kW ND D II 
5 kW ND D II 

50 kW DA -N U I -B°` 
50 kW DA -N U I -B° 

5 kW -D/0.5 DA -N U IP 
kW -N 

10 kW DA -1 U I -B°' 
50 kW DA -1 U I-B°C 

2 kW -D/0.25 ND U II 
kW -N 
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1580 kc/s Hermosillo, Sonora 50 kW ND U II ginia, except that the unattenuated 
1590 kc/s Mexicali, Baja California 10 kW -D/1.5 ND U III field at 1.609 kilometers (one 
1590 kc/s Mexico, Distrito Federal 

1600 kc/s Brownsville, Texas 

kW -N 
10 kW -D/5 kW -N 

1 kW 

ND 

DA -2 

U 

U 

III 

IIIr 
mile) toward the northern part 
of the Richmond station's sec- 
ondary service area may be in- 

#The Contracting Parties recognize that operation of XERT, Reynosa, Tamaulipas, on the fre- 
quency 590 kc/s, with presently notified daytime power of 5 kW, would seriously limit the ground 
wave service of co -channel station KTBC, Austin, Texas. The United Mexican States therefore agree 
to study the possibility of maintaining the daytime power of the Reynosa station at a level where 
such interference to the Austin station is minimized. [Footnote in original.] 

NOTES 

a. With presently notified DA pat- 
tern, any subsequent change in 
this pattern must not result in 
increased interference to stations 
in the other country under the 
engineering standards of this 
Agreement. 

b. Directional antenna will protect 
stations in the other country in 
accordance with the engineering 
standards of this Agreement. 

c. Future assignments will protect 
this station in accordance with its 
I -B classification. 

d. Non -directional operation with 
power not to exceed 10 kW is 
permissible. If higher power is 
used a directional antenna will 
be employed which will restrict 
the radiation to 715 mV/m or 
less, unattenuated field, at 1.609 
kilometers (one mile), over the 
arc between the true bearings 11 
and 47 degrees (WCFL secondary 
service area) and to 1125 mV/m, 
unattenuated field, at 1.609 kil- 
meters (one mile), over an arc 
between the true bearings 314 

and 333 degrees (KOMO sec- 
ondary service area) . 

e. The directional antenna shall re- 
strict the radiation to 200 mV/m, 
unattenuated, at 1.609 kilometers 
(one mile), over an arc between 
the true bearings 327 and 10 
degrees (KFAB secondary serv- 
ice area) and over an arc between 
the true bearings 27 to 65 degrees 
(WBT secondary service area). 

f. This station will be subject to 
interference which may be caused 
at any time by XEAE, Ciudad 
Acuña, Coahuila, with power of 
a 5 kW, or if XEAE changes 
location to Monterrey, Nuevo 
Leon, to operate with 1kW. In 
either case, XEAE will operate 
with non -directional antenna. 
850 kc/s. The Orizaba, Veracruz, 
assignment on 850 kc/s will pro- 
tect the secondary service area 
(0.5 mV/m, 50 per cent sky 
wave contour) of KOA, Denver 
Colorado, in accordance with the 
I -B classification of KOA. 

h. This assignment shall provide I -B 
protection to the United States 
I -B station in Richmond, Vir- 

g 

creased to the following values 
at the bearings indicated: 

250 mV/m at 19° true 
140 mV/m at 22° true 
140 mV/m at 35° true 
200 mV/m at 52° true 

i. Non -directional operation with 10 

kW is permissible. If higher pow- 
er is used the directional antenna 
shall restrict radiation to 870 
mV/m, unattenuated field at 
1.609 kilometers (one mile), 
over an arc between the true 
bearings 323 and 343 degrees 
(KEX secondary service area) 
and to 715 mV/m, unattenuated 
field at 1.609 kilometers (one 
mile), over an arc between the 
true bearings 17 and 59 degrees 
(WOWO secondary service area). 
The United Mexican States may 
operate a Class II station at any 
point in the Yucatan Peninsula 
with power of 50 kW using a 
directional antenna that will give 
to stations in the United States 
of America protection equivalent 
to that which they receive from 
the present operation of the sta- 
tion in Mexico, Distrito Federal, 
on this frequency (5 kW, ND - 
U -II). 

k. Protection requirements for other 
stations to be based on previous 
operation on 550 kc/s. 

j 

b. The United States of America 
may make the following assign- 
ments: 

(1) 1050 kc/s-New York, New York, 
50 kW, DA -N, U, II, with the 
directional antenna pattern used 
at present for such operation. 

(2) 1220 kc/s-Cleveland, Ohio 50 
kW, DA -N, U, II, with the di- 
rectional antenna pattern used at 
present for such operation. 

(3) 540 kc/s-Assignments in the 
United States of America on this 
frequency: 
(a) shall be located outside the 

area; bounded on the north 
by the parallel 35° N and on 
the east by the meridian 93° 
W; provided that no such as- 
signments may be made with- 
in the United States of Amer- 
ica south of the parallel 30° 
N, and 

(b) shall not place a signal in- 
tensity at any point within 
the United Mexican States 
in excess of 50 uV/m night- 
time and 10 uV/m daytime. 

(4) 730 kc/s-Santurce, Puerto Rico, 
10 kW, DA -1, U, II**. 

(5) 800 kc/s-Juneau, Alaska, 5 kW, 
ND. U, II. 

(6) 900 kc/s-Fairbanks, Alaska, 10 
kW, ND, U, II. 

"The maximum permissible signal at the 
nearest point on the Mexican boundary shall 
be 17.5 uV/m. [Footnotes in original.] 

ANNEX VI 

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE 

A. Notification of New Broadcasting Sta- 
tion Assignments or Changes in Exist- 
ing Broadcasting Station Assignments 

1. Performance of the Notification Ex- 
change Function. 
Notification concerning broadcast- 
ing station assignments and changes 
in or deletions of such assignments, 
objections thereto, and other com- 
munications made pursuant to the 
provisions of this Article, shall be 
sent for purposes of exchange to the 
Agency or Government which per- 
forms the notification exchange 
function for the countries of the 
North American Region. 

2. Notification of New Broadcasting 
Station Assignments or of Changes 
in Existing Broadcasting Station As- 
signments 
In making any notifications of a 
new broadcasting station assign- 
ment, or of a change in an existing 
broadcasting station assignment, the 
Government shall supply the basic 
information, which is essential to 
constitute a notification. The basic 
information shall be accompanied 
or followed as soon thereafter as 
possible, but in no case more than 
ninety days thereafter, by supple- 
mentary information. 

(a) New Broadcasting Station Assign- 
ments 
(1) Basic Information. Basic infor- 

mation shall consist of the fol- 
lowing: frequency; class of 
station; location by city and 
province or state; power; time 
designation; whether a direc- 
tional antenna is to be used and 
the time during which it will 
be used (DA -1, DA -2, DA -N 
or DA -D); the date of expected 
commencement of operation. 

(2) Supplementary Information. Sup- 
plementary information shall 
consist of the following: call 
sign; geographical location of 
the midpoint of the antenna 
system in degrees and minutes 
of latitude and longitude; and, 
(i) for a directional antenna 

system, its electrical and 
physical dimensions, the 
horizontal radiation pattern 
for day operation, and the 
horizontal and vertical ra- 
diation patterns for night 
operation (the vertical pat- 
terns to be supplied only 
for directions in which pro- 
tection is required for sta- 
tions in other countries); 

(ii) for omnidirectional anten- 
nas, the electrical and phys- 
ical dimensions (including 
those of the ground system, 
etc.) * and the horizontal 
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unattenuated radiated field 
at 1.609 kilometers (one 
mile) for 1 kW of input 
power to the antenna. 

(b) Changes in Broadcasting Station 
Assignments 
(1) Basic Information. The basic 

information shall consist of the 
nature of the change, together 
with the date of expected con- 
summation thereof, and any 
revision of the basic informa- 
tion previously supplied neces- 
sary to make it conform to the 
change. 

(2) Supplementary Information. The 
supplementary information shall 
consist of any revision of the 
supplementary information pre- 
viously supplied necessary to 
make it conform to the change. 

3. Notifications of Deletions of Broad- 
casting Station Assignments 
Notifications of deletions of broad- 
casting station assignments shall 
consist of sufficient information to 
identify the station assignment de- 
leted, including call sign, location, 
frequency and power, together with 
the date on which the station has 
ceased, or is expected to cease oper- 
ation. 

4. Notification of Commencement or 
Cessation of Operation of, and Con- 
sumation of Changes in, Broadcast- 
ing Stations 
The exact date of commencement 
or cessation of operation of a 
broadcasting station, or of consum- 
mation of a change in broadcasting 
station, shall be notified. 

*It is assumed that omnidirectional antennas 
will be guyed or self-supporting insulated 
towers located on the ground with a buried 
radial ground system. Where the antenna sys- 
tem deviates from this, (for example: is lo- 
cated on a building; is a type T or inverted L; 
is shunt fed; is sectionalized or top loaded) 
full particulars, including a sketch if necessary 
for clarity, shall be submitted. [Footnote in 
original.] 

ANNEX VII 

ABBREVIATIONS 
kc/s kilocycles per second. 
kW kilowatts. 
U unlimited time (day and night). 
D daytime only. 
N nighttime only. 
ND omnidirectional or 

non -directional. 
mV/m millivolts per meter. 
uV/m microvolts per meter 
DA directional antenna. 
DA -1 directional antenna: the digit 

indicates same pattern but 
not necessarily the same pow- 
er day and night. 

DA -2 directional antenna: the digit 
indicates different patterns day 
and night, with either the 
same or different power day 
and night. 

DA -N directional antenna: the "N" 
indicates directional antenna 
used for nighttime operation 
only; omnidirectional day. 

DA -D directional antenna: the "D" 
indicates directional antenna 
used for daytime operation 
only. 
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AMCI BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

for VHF and UHF -TV and FM 

VHF -TV 
Transmitting Antennas 

FM Transmit ing 
Antennas 

VHF -TV TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS 
Mast or tower -corner mounted 

DIRECTIONAL OR OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
for Channels 5 to 13 

Omnidirectional VHF -TV antennas with 
power gains up to 20. Directional VHF -TV 
antennas with power gains up to 36. 

UHF -TV TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS 
Mast, tower -corner, or truss -mounted 
DIRECTIONAL OR OMNIDIRECTIONAL 

for Channels 14 to 83 
Omnidirectional UHF -TV antennas with 
power gains up to 50. Directional UHF -TV 
antennas with power gains up to 80. 

FM TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS 
Mast or tower -corner mounted 

DIRECTIONAL OR OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
For single or multi -station transmission. 

UHF -TV 
Transmitting Antennas 

SPECIAL PURPOSE ANTENNAS 
The Empire State Building Master FM Antenna; two rows of 
dipoles around the 102nd floor observation level, the diplexers 
within the tower, and the transmission line, designed, built, 
and installed in 1965, permit up to 17 FM stations to broad- 
cast simultaneously from the same antenna. 

mum DIPLEXING FILTERS 
Temperature compensated. Aural -to -visual 
and visual -to -aural rejection over 30 db. 
For use with transmitters up to 50 kw. 

VESTIGIAL 1 
SIDEBAND FILTERS 

Low insertion loss. Lower sideband of the 
color subcarrier frequency is attenuated 
30 db. or more. 1.I MIME 

a wel 
-4, ® 

COAXIAL SWITCHES 
For 61/2" or 31/2", coaxial 

transmission lines. 
SWR over a specified 100 me band un- 
der 1.03, high peak power models un- 
der L06 over a specified 50 me band. 
CW power rating equal to the mating 

transmission line. 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

Special Purpose Antenna,, 

Standby Antennas Hybrids Impedance and Transfer Characteristic Plotters 
Dipoles Transfer Panels Variable Calibrated Attenuators 
Power Dividers RF Terminations Slotted Lines 

ALPOR D® 
Manufacturing Company 

U e 299 Atlantic 
Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02110 

Telephone 617-426-2150 TWX 617-451-3883 
Circle Item 11 on Tech Data Card 

Cable Adàress: AMCIBOS 
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A JUNK -BOX 

TAPE ERASER 

by Sim S. Eagleson, Sr. 

Broadcast stations employ many 
methods to effect tape erasure, but 
the best method is the use of a bulk - 
type eraser. To some stations, how- 
ever, an eraser of this type is a large 
expense. We at WSBB have developed 
an eraser using junk parts; our in- 
vestment has been practically nothing, 
and the results are nearly as good as 
those obtained with a commercially 
manufactured unit. 

The electromagnet in our eraser is 

the power transformer from a de- 
funct television set. The core of such 
a transformer is not satisfactory as is; 
hence it must be modified. The ob- 
ject is to rebuild the core so that a 
maximum magnetic field is placed as 
close as possible to the tape when it 
is to be erased. 

First, disassemble the transformer. 
Ease the coil and core from the outer 
casing carefully because insulation is 
likely to be brittle. Next, remove the 
core from the coil. This is somewhat 
involved because of the core construc- 
tion. Fig. 1 shows a typical lamina- 
tion from this type of core. It con- 
sists of two pieces; one is a straight, 
narrow strip, and the other is shaped 
like the letter "E." In transformer 
core construction these laminations 
are alternately reversed so that when 
completed, the core configuration is 

END SECTION- 
DISCARD 

BOLT HOLES 

Fig. 1 Separate E -shaped laminations. 

similar to the number "8." We wish 
to realign the "E" shaped laminations 
so that the legs all point in the same 
direction. 

Remove the laminations carefully 
so that insulation on the coils is not 
damaged. Using a pocket knife and 
a hammer is helpful. It will not matter 
if the laminations are bent.. It is best 
to remove them one at a time. 

Discard the long, narrow strips, 
and reassemble the laminations in the 
"E" configuration. Carefully insert 
the assembly into the coil. Discard a 
few laminations if they will not fit 
comfortably. Bolt the entire core as- 
sembly together. 

Cover the core block and coil with 
epoxy glue. This will protect the coil 
insulation and prevent rattling in the 
core. When dry, insert the coil into 
the core. 

8 

Build the frame shown in Fig. 2 
from 1/4 -in. plywood. Cut a disc from 
sheet copper or aluminum (copper is 
best) seven inches in diameter. Ce- 
ment the electromagnet to the disc 
with the open side next to the disc 
as indicated. Then cement the electro- 
magnet to the plywood housing. 

Bolt or cement a pin of suitable 
size (to fit the center hole in a tape 
reel) in approximately the center of 
the metal disc. Drill for and mount a 
switch and a holder for a neon indi- 
cating lamp in convenient positions. 
Wire the entire unit according to Fig. 
3. Install a neon bulb in the holder. 

Because this is not a commercial 
unit, it is vital that operation be 
limited to a few seconds at a time. 
Never attempt to erase a "pile" of 
tape in one operation. With these 
limitations observed, this "junk -box" 
eraser should give satisfactory serv- 
ice for a long time. 

SECONDARY 3 
UNUSED 

PUSH BUTTON 
ON/OFF SWITCH 

PRIMARY 

NEON LAMP 

(FIG.3) 

110 V. A. C. 

Fig. 3. Wiring diagram of the eraser. 

10-114 

-114" 

r 

PUSH BUTTON 

\i/ 
,4-ti------ ^- 

OFF/ON 

SWITCH 

7" DISC 

ALIGNMENT PIN - 
CEMENT OR 

O BOU TO CENTER OF 

=1--. DISC POSITION t-- - \-1 1\ DISC 

r.,....,.,--... ".:,-,-, \\ \ ÿ 1 I TRANSFORMER 
NEON \\\ J I j UNDER DISC LAMP \' i -r- 

- 

114" PLYWOOD SIDES (FIG.2) TOP 114" PLYWOOD 

Fig. 2 The finished junk -box eraser is assembled in a plywood housing. 
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The soundest sound in FM is the new sound of GATES 

Two New FM Transmitters from Gates! 
The Gates FM -1G and FM -3G are the newest additions 
to the most complete line of FM transmitters in the 
industry. From 10 watts through 20,000 watts, all 

models are quality all the way - featuring a high 
degree of stability, solid-state power supplies, new 

ceramic power tubes operating at a leisurely pace, 

plus a careful selection of quality components. 
Result: the ultimate in FM performance. And proof that 
the soundest sound in FM is the new sound of Gates. 

Ask for complete description and specifications. 

HARRIS 

Gates FM Broadcast Transmitters-the most complete line in the industry 
Model Power Rating Frequency Range 

BFE-10C 10 watts 87.5-108 me 

BFE-50C 50 watts 87.5-108 me 
BFR -50C 50 watts 50-220 me 
FM -250C 250 watts 87.5-108 me 

FM-250CS 250 watts 50-220 me 
FM -1G 1,000 watts 87.5-108 me 

FM -3G 3,000 watts 87.5-108 me 

FM -5G 5,000 watts 87.5-108 me 
FM -7.5G 7,500 watts 87.5-108 me 

FM -10G 10,000 watts 87.5-108 me 

FM -20G 20,000 watts 87.5-108 me 

GATES RADIO COMPANY QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62302 U.S.A. Circle Item 12 on Tech Data Card 

A subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation 
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GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES 
... LIKE THE MAGNECORD 1028 
Out of the case a Magnecord 1028 weighs less than 50 pounds and measures only 17%" 
x 127/8" x 12Y But its performance is bigger than instruments twice its size. Wrapped up in a 

single compact unit are big features like 3 -motor tape drive, precision lapped Micro -Optic heads, 
a die-cast mainplate and solenoid operated shoe brakes. A 1028 can handle king-sized jobs 
too, with excellent fidelity for cutting master tapes and a reel capacity up to 10'/2"! 

You can buy another brand tape recorder/reprocucer with about the same capabilities. But it 
costs about $1,700.00 more; it comes without pre -amps; you get less quality in high and lows; 
and you would have to put up with a cumbersome, completely unportable 
machine requiring three separate enclosures. Now, doesn't that prove the 

icS[4 
agnecord 

best tape instruments come in small packages marked Magnecord? See your ON OF THE 
TELEX CO'RIPORATION 

nearest franchised Magnecord dealer or write us for a free brochure. P Bo. 1526/Tulsa. Oklahoma ,aloe 

A DIVISION OF THE TELEX CORPORATION / MANUFACTURER OF -ELEX HEADSETS AND OTHER FINE ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 

Circle Item 13 on Tech Data Card 
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Solid State Color STABilizing AMPlifier 
with A.G.C. model VI -500 

Ultra Stable Circuitry 
through complete and accurate 
temperature compensation 

AUTOMATIC VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL 
Maintains video peaks constant to a preset level, 
with reference to blanking. 

CLAMPING 
Sync tip clamps remove hum, tilt and other low 
frequency disturbances. 

SYNC LEVEL 
Sync level is maintained at a constant amplitude 
despite large variations in input. 

EQUALIZATION 
Accurately compensates for losses in up to 1000 feet 
of coaxial cable. 

REMOTE CONTROLS 
Automatic/Manual video gain 
Sync Level 
White Clip 
Black Clip 
By-pass switch 

WHITE CLIP 
Adjustable sharp white clip remains fixed with re- 

spect to blanking. 
BLACK CLIP 

Adjustable sharp black clip for monochrome opera- 
tion. 

WHITE STRETCH 
Stretch adjustments provide a high degree of flex- 
ibility to compensate for transmitter characteristics. 

NON -COMPOSITE COLOR OUTPUT 
Mono. or Color non composite output board in lieu 
of white stretch is available at additional cost. 

APPLICATION 
Wherever there is video and you want to assure: 

Constant levels Constant clean sync Elimina- 
tion of tilt, hum and low frequency disturbances. 

Price for the VI -500 $1,750.00 Remote controls $150.00 . . . Have you placed your order yet? 

GOOD ENGINEERING IS VITAL 
Write for complete information and specifications. 

VITAL AL iNi/US i iViiJS GAINESVIOL ETFLORIDA-PHONE 372 72HWEST 

ARCHER 
54 

July, 1966 
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ENGINEERS' EXCHANGE 

Repairing a Function Switch 

by J. R. McDonald, Jr. 
Chief Engineer, KCFI 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 

Trouble experienced while oper- 
ating our Magnecord P-60 was 
traced to the function switch. The 
switch is a four -button selector 
type whose leaf -pairs contact sliding 
knives. The knives slide between 
spring -loaded leaves attached to the 
phenolic base of the switch assem- 
bly. Some of these contacts have 
high voltage and current demands 
from the solenoids and motors. After 
long usage the sliding knives become 
so badly pitted that they fail to 
make contact with the leaf -pairs. 
(See Fig. 1.) 

A new switch was not immediate- 
ly available and the machine was 
badly needed, so we elected to re- 
pair the switch. This was done by 
reversing the knives so that the 
pitted area was directed away from 

SLIDER LINKAGE 
TO BUTTON 

KNIFE CONTACT 

PITTING 

FIXED CONTACTS 

Fig. 1 

SLIDER 

KNIFE CONTACTS 

SWITCH BASE 

PITTING 

LEAF -PAIR 
CONTACTS 

Fig. 2 

the leaf -pair contact. It proved nec- 
essary to reverse the knives in pairs 
because a knife directly reversed 

would not fit. Fig. 2 shows the 
relationship between contact pairs. 

After reversing the knives, all 
contact surfaces were burnished and 
the switch was reassembled and in- 
stalled in the tape machine. It has 
functioned well for a considerable 
time, and we do not feel that it will 
be necessary to replace the switch 
until pitting occurs in the new con- 
tact area. 

Reader McDonald's item makes him 
the winner of this month's contest. 
Send in your contribution to Engi- 
neers' Exchange, and you may win a 
volume of your choice from the How- 
ard W. Sams Broadcast Engineering 
Notebooks or Modern Communica- 
tions Course series. 

Short Cut To Tube Testing 
by Walter L. Johnson, Jr. 
Chief Engineer 
WELS, Kinston, North Carolina 
WGOL, Goldsboro, North Carolina 

In order to reduce considerably 
the time required to conduct pre - 

EXPANDABLE 

SOLID STATE 

TAPE DUPLICATING 

SYSTEM 

SERIES 235 TAPE DUPLICATING SYSTEMS FROM $1,995.00 
A Viking 235 tape duplicating system takes the worries out of your tape reproduction 

problems. You are assured of high quality copies every time. 

The 235 system has built-in fail-safe protection so even unskilled personnel can operate 

the simple push buttons and calibrated controls. Choose from models for one, two or four 

channel simultaneous duplicating, at speeds to 15 IPS. As your production grows, add up 

to 10 slaves without changes or additions to the original electronics. 

Series 235 tape duplicating systems are priced and specifically designed to meet the needs 

of independent studios, electronic teaching and audio visual departments. 

ykìng OF MINNEAPOLIS® 
9600 Aldrich Ave. S. Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55420 

Low on price, high in performance . for example, a basic one master one 

slave two channel system, complete with electronics in console $1,995.00. 

As above but with three slaves, complete $2,695.00. 

Please write to Customer Service Department for complete information. 

Circle Item 19 on Tech Data Card 
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July 1966 

We interrupt this magazine to bring you... 

Late Bulletin from Washington 

by Howard T. Head 

CATV Transmission Without Permission Ruled Copyright Infringement 

The U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York has held 
that CATV transmission of copyrighted motion pictures constitutes a copy- 
right infringement under the Copyright Act. The suit was brought by 

United Artists Television against Fortnightly Corporation, a CATV operator. 

In reaching this decision, the court concluded that the distribution of 
television signals to the CATV audience constitutes a "performance," which 
applies the Copyright Act to such distribution. Under this doctrine, any 

CATV system would be required to obtain the permission of the copyright 
holder to distribute motion pictures or other copyrighted programs. Roy- 

alties would presumably be charged. 

The decision is certain to be appealed to a higher court, and the New 
York court has already authorized the appeal to be taken. In the mean- 
time, Congress is considering various revisions of the Copyright Act 
which would define the status and responsibilities of CATV systems. The 
problem is particularly vexing in view of the new FCC CATV Rules, which 
require the signals of specified television stations to be carried by 
CATV systems, while the effect of the court decision is to require prior 
approval of copyright holders for such carriage. 

New Rules for FM Stereo and Multiplex Monitors 

The Commission has adopted new requirements for frequency and modulation 
monitors for FM stations engaging in stereo and multiplex SCA operation 
(see June, 1964 Bulletin). Under the new Rules, in view of the stability 
of modern oscillators, no monitor will be required to check on the fre- 
quency of the pilot subcarrier or the SCA subcarrier. Daily frequency 

checks on both of these subcarriers by suitable means will be required, 
however. 

Modulation monitors will be required for all stereo and SCA operation, 
effective June 1, 1967. The Commission's Notice observes that some stereo 
and SCA modulation monitors now in use do not fully meet the new re- 
quirements. In these instances, existing monitors may continue to be 
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used until January 1, 1972. Stations using these monitors, however, will 

be expected to comply fully with the requirements of the FM Technical 

Standards. 

The Commission has also noted the desirability of reviewing its technical 

Rules governing the requirements for nonmultiplex modulation monitors (see 

April, 1965 Bulletin). An inquiry into this problem, however, has been 

deferred until a later date in order to avoid further delays in adopting 

new Rules for stereo and SCA modulation monitors. 

Forfeiture Schedule for Late Filers 

The Commission has adopted a schedule of forfeitures (fines) to be im- 

posed on licensees who are late in filing their renewal applications. 

(see February, 1966 Bulletin). An application which is filed from 1 to 

15 days late will incur a fine of $25; from 16 to 60 days, a fine of $100; 

and from 60 to 90 days, a fine of $200. The new forfeiture schedule will 

apply to noncommercial educational stations as well as to commercial broad- 

cast stations. 

Experimental FM Translator Test Authorized 

A developmental test authorization has been granted by the Commission at 

China Lake, California, to test the feasibility of a low -power FM trans- 

lator for serving several small communities in a remote section of Cali- 

fornia. A 1 -watt transmitter located on a nearby mountain will be oper- 

ated on FM Channel 296 (107.1 mHz). Rebroadcast authorization must be ob- 

tained for tests. The public is being notified that the broadcasts are ex- 

perimental only, and may be terminated at any time without notice. 

These tests are expected to provide technical information which may ulti- 

mately lead to the establishment of FM translators as a regular service. 

A petition is now pending before the Commission for regular operation of 

this type. 

Short Circuits 

The Association of Broadcasting Standards (ABS) has protested any grants 

for powers in excess of 50 kw on the Class I -A clear channels (see June, 

1966 Bulletin). . . The NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) Communi- 

cations Committee has asked that television Channels 14 through 17, in- 

clusive, be withdrawn from television service and reassigned to the land 

mobile services. . .The Commission has acted to halt further expansion of 

CATV systems bringing distant signals to several of the top 100 markets, 

including Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, and Muskegon. . .Proposed Rules re- 

quiring a minimum of 250 watts power for Class IV AM stations on the local 

channels (see February, 1966 Bulletin) have been made final. . .The first 

authorization of a Community Antenna Relay system has been issued (see 
December, 1965 Bulletin), at Santa Maria, California. . . The Commission 

has proposed to assign 60 channels in the 450-mHz band to provide air -to - 

ground public telephone service; SSB will be employed with 5 -kHz band- 

width. . .The CATV system in eastern Pennsylvania found to have excessive 
cable radiation (see December, 1965 Bulletin) has worked out an agreement 

with the Commission for eliminating the radiation and handling interference 
complaints; monthly progress reports to the Commission are required. 

Howard T. Head. . . in Washington 
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Now-TWO from the leader! 
SUPERIOR 

Coaxial Cables for CATV 

75 ohm coaxials with 
"Coppergard" 

corrugated copper shield 

Cell -0-Air® expanded 
polyethylene dielectric 
for aerial installations. 

"Solid -D" solid natural 
polyethylene dielectric; 
for direct burial 
installations. 

75 ohm coaxials with 

"Alumagard" 
solid aluminum shield 

Newest addition to the quality line! 

il 
For aerial installation. 

Cell -0-Air® expanded 

polyethylene dielectric; 
extra high strength 
solid aluminum sheath. 

As the community antenna market expands, decisions concern- 
ing choice of coaxial cable become more critical. Installing less 
than the best can be an increasingly costly mistake. 

That's why it is important to know that millions of feet 
of Superior's Coaxial Cable are already in service ; and per- 
formance records for each passing year continue to confirm 
their built-in reliability. 

Long-term transmission stability and full spectrum capabil- 
ity are assured. You can count on the use of all available fre- 
quencies, with no attenuation discontinuity; none of the skipping 
and jumping frequencies often found in ordinary cable. 

BOTH TYPES-"Coppergard" Coaxials and "Alumagard" Coaxials- 

CARRY SUPERIOR'S FIVE-YEAR GUARANTEE! 

For performance- 
call Superior! SUPERIOR CABLE 

Superior Cable Corporation Hickory, North Carolina 28601 9941 

July, 1966 
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color... 

COLOR 

Jerrold 
440 

song -state 
microwave 

For your STL and other microwave ap- 
plications, color transmission demands 
excellent differential phase and gain 
characteristics. New Jerrold 440 Solid - 
State Microwave, with differential phase 
of ±0.25 degree and differential gain of 
±0.25 db, is the equipment to specify. 

Compact, ultra -stable, with solid- 
state design and high -output klystron 
-the 440 Series by Jerrold is without 
a doubt the finest microwave gear 
available from any manufacturer at any 
price. We'll prove it-write today for 
complete technical data. 

Features of Jerrold 440 (6-8 GHz) 
1 -watt (min.) transmitter output Vapor - 
stabilized transmitter klystron Frequency 
stability ± 0.005% Solid-state receiver and 
local oscillator 12 MHz baseband, flat 
within ± 0.25 db Individually self-contained 
power supplies Modular construction 
throughout Compact-only 101/2 in. high. 

LON 
JERROLD 
ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

Communications Systems Division 
401 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa. 19106 

Letters 
(Continued from page 6) 

broken by insulation to prevent 
its acting as a shorted turn. 

HUGH LINEBACK 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 

These are all valid points, and 
such constructive comments are al- 
ways welcome. Figs. 7 and 8 suf- 
fered some distortion in their jour- 
ney from sketch to printed page. 
They are reproduced below as they 
should be-Ed. 

Fig. 7A 

Igl 

--- 1g2 

Fig. 7B 

Fig. 8A 

SHIELD 

Ccs 

Cas 

Fig. 8B 

Ccs 

Fly. BC 

MOVING? 

Don't Lose Touch .. . 

Receive BE as usual at your new address 

Write: BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

Circulation Department 

4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

solves all five 
common connector 

problems 

SWITCHCRAFT 

AUDIO CONNECTORS 
SIMPLIFY YOUR JOB 

Sure, all connectors "work"-at 
least when they're new, but only 
Switchcraft's time -and -trouble -sav- 
ing design solves all these problems 
-at NO extra cost: 
1. TOUGH TO WIRE? 
No! Q -G connectors' easy -open de- 
sign and larger, uniquely designed 
solder cups cut wiring time in half 
-by actual test. 
2. GROUNDING TROUBLES? 
Never! Exclusive extra "Ground 
Terminal" electrically integral with 
shell automatically engages the 
"Ground Contactor" of the mating 
shell. 
3. HIGH IMPEDANCE NOISE? 
Forget it! Exclusive thermosetting 
plastic inserts virtually eliminate 
noise problems in high impedance 
circuits. 
4. SEARCHING FOR SCREWS? 
Nope! "Captive Design" insert 
screw for fast, simple assembly 
and disassembly ... can't drop out 
and get lost. 
5. OLD -HAT STYLING? 
Hardly! A compact, logical, modern 
departure from the old fashioned 
bulky -and -boxy styling associated 
with conventional connectors. 
And, Q -G plugs and receptacles 
mate with all other quality connec- 
tors with similar insert arrange- 
ments and number of contacts. 
Mating chart and cross-reference 
guide are yours for the asking. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG C-502, or See Your 
Local Switchcraft Authorized Industrial 
Distributor for Immediate Delivery at Fac- 
tory Prices. 

swRtçaattt® 
5535 Elston Ave., Chicago, III. 60630 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold 
Ave., Toronto, Ontario 

*patent applied for 
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New TK -42 
Color TV Camera 

Separate luminance channel 
...like the black plate 

in full color printing 
magically sharpens the color 

...adds the detail that gives snap to the picture 

NEW COLOR PROCESS 

From its all -new operating principle to its all -new look, the TK -42 
represents an entirely new concept in color camera performance. 
It adds a separate luminance channel to the red, green and blue 
(chrominance) channels, to supply high -quality monochrome in- 
formation. This is like the black plate in 4 -color printing, for 
giving finest detail, superior color pictures. 

NEW PICTURE PERFORMANCE 

A big picture 41/2 -inch tube is used in the luminance channel. 
(It's the same tube used in RCA's deluxe TK -60 camera for 
superb monochrome reproduction.) Result: highest quality 
monochrome pictures and highest quality color pictures. 

NEW EASE OF OPERATION 

Self -compensating circuits are used to avoid drift, permitting 
the camera to operate for long periods without adjustment. For 
ease of operation a zoom lens is built in, also a large 8 -inch 
viewfinder and complete test facilities. 

THE CHOICE OF BROADCASTERS 

New luminance principle proved by 5 years' intensive engineer- 
ing, product research, and field testing. Several models have 
been demonstrated at three NAB Conventions. In 1962, Broad- 
casters registered their choices regarding the luminance prin- 
ciple, the built-in zoom lens, and other features-the present 
camera is the result. 

This is the 4-1/2 inch image orthicon tube used in 

the luminance channel to sharpen the picture. 

Plug-in transistorized modules speed servicing, 
increase reliability. 

Call your RCA Representative for the complete story. Or write RCA 
Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Television 
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Every TV Station 
Doesn't Use Belden 
Wire and Cable ... 

like WBAL-TV 
BALTI MORE 
In their new $2,000,000 studio building, Belden 
Audio, Camera, and Control Cables were used 
exclusively. 

power supply cords cord sets and portable cord- 
age magnet wire lead wire automotive wire and 
cable aircraft wires welding cable 

Better Built-Better Buy-Belden 

BELDEN MANUFACTURING 

but most of them do! 

WGN-TV KIRK -TV 
CHICAGO 
In this mammoth new Mid -America 
TV and radio broadcasting center, 
90% of all Camera, Microphone, 
and Audio Cables are Belden. 

HOUSTON 
The exclusive use of Belden Camera, 
Audio, and Control Cables by this ABC 
affiliate helps them to maintain theircon- 
tinuous, highly efficient programing. 

The extensive use of Belden wire and cable by radio 
and television stations reflects the engineered qual- 
ity of all Belden wire and cable. It offers lighter 
weight, lower coefficient of friction, greater flexi- 
bility, easier termination, and exclusive Beldfoil* 
insulations for elimination of crosstalk. 

Belden manufacturers a complete line of wire and 
cable for all TV and radio broadcasting, recording 
studios, remote control circuits, and similar applica- 
tions. Call your Belden electronic distributor, or 
write for catalog. .Belden Trademark-Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 8-6-3 

COMPANY 415 South Kilpatrick Chicago, Illinois 60644 
Circle Item 20 on Tech Data Card 
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(Name of facility or room) 

Type Equipment Quan. Tester Data 

SH Fil. Sel. Up Down 
5Y3 Ampex 601 1 Test #1 47 5.0 3 4 2 

Test #2 47 5.0 3 6 2 

6AN8 ITA Console 1 Test #1 25 6.3 2 6,7,8 4,9 
Test #2 25 6.3 2 1,2 3,4 

6AQ5 ITA Console 2 22 6.3 3 1,5,6,7 2,3 
6F5 Ampex 601 14 6.3 1 4,C 2,8 
6SC7 Right TT Preamp 1 Test #1 31 6.3 3 2,3 6,7 

Left TT Preamp 1 Test #2 30 6.3 3 4,5 6,7 
12AU7 ITA Console 4 Test #1 25 *6.3 2 1,2 3,4,5 

Ampex 601 2 Test #2 25 *6.3 2 6,7 4,5,8 
Spotmaster 1 

12AV6 Spotmaster 1 25 12.6 3 1,7 2,3 

ventive maintenance tube checks, 
a simple chart for each equipment 
room has been developed. The 
charts eliminate the need for finding 
proper tube checker settings for each 
tube as it occurs in each equipment. 

A sample chart is shown. Column 
one shows the tube type. It is most 
convenient to arrange these in alpha- 
betical order. Column two is for the 
equipment in which the tube is em- 
ployed. All the equipment for each 
tube type is listed. Column three 
indicates the number of tubes in 
each equipment. Other columns tell 
the tube checker settings for each 

tube type. These will vary with in- 
dividual tube checkers. 

Charts should be made for each 
equipment room and posted in a 
convenient place or carried with 
the tube checker. 

Impedance Measurement 
Comparison 
by W. Lindenbach 
CFAM, CHSM 
Steinbach, Manitoba 

The device described permits 
reading impedance values on an 
ohmmeter by comparing them with 
a variable resistance. The unit con- 
sists of two potentiometers and two 

switches. One switch connects an 
AC VTVM alternately across the 
unknown impedance and across the 
two potentiometers, and the other 
connects either an AC VTVM or an 
ohmmeter across the two potenti- 
ometers. The potentiometers are ad- 
justed so that voltage from an audio 
generator applied across the potenti- 
ometers and the unknown impedance 
in series is equally divided across 
the potentiometers in one position 
and the unknown impedance in the 
other. When this condition exists, 
the resistance of the potentiometers 
is equal to the absolute value of the 
unknown impedance. 

To make a measurement, con- 
nect the unknown impedance to the 
terminals labeled UNKNOWN IMPED- 
ANCE, short the INCREASE RANGE 

terminals, connect an audio oscil- 
lator to OSCILLATOR, and connect 
an AC VTVM and an ohmmeter to 
their respective terminals. Set the 
oscillator for the frequency of inter- 
est, and at an output sufficient for 
a mid -range reading on the VTVM. 

Set the READ switch to AC VOLTS, 
the COMPARE switch to UNKNOWN 
IMPEDANCE, and take a reading on 

Swabs are for babies; 
S-200 is for cleaning tape heads (even while tape is running) 
If you've been cleaning tape heads with a twist of cotton on a 
toothpick-stop. Save time and do a better job with S-200 
Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner. S-200 is a formulation of Freon TF® 
with other fluorocarbons in convenient aerosol cans. It thor- 
oughly cleans tape heads, guides and helical scan slip rings in 
seconds, can be applied to running tape without interfering with 

eeDu Pont trademark 

Circle 

transmission. And heads stay clean longer. Users report over 
twice as many passes of tape between cleanings with S-200 than 
with swabs. S-200 Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner is recommended 
by leading tape manufacturers. Available in 6 and 16 -oz. cans. 

Write on letterhead for literature and free sample. 

EDp 

Route 7, Danbury, Conn. *Patents Pending 
Item 21 on Tech Data Card 

miller-ste henson chemical co.,Inc. 
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VISUAL"iiéä`^" ä 

The new concept TV camera that established the industry 
standard... Mark 10 Visual Zoom Camera. This camera combines 
the utmost in production flexibility with superior pictures and low operating 
expense. Here's how: 

built-in 10 -to -1 Zoom lens 

small, maneuverable, lightweight; for studio or remote 

3" 1.0. with easy lighting, crisp pictures, improved S/ N; high sensitivity, 
requires less lighting, less air conditioning 
long, stable operation; simple set-up; less maintenance through Solid 
State circuitry 
manufactured in New York of standard U.S. components with nationwide 
field service. 

Write for complete information in Visual Bulletin 310. 

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
356 west 40th street new york, n. y. 10018 (212) 736-5840 

Plan for the Finest 
in High Band VTR Color 
Performance. 

THE 

I JO 
CONTINENTAL 

LOOK TO VISUAL FOR NEW CONCEPTS IN BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

July, 1966 

Visual/Allen Mode V/A 100G 
Master Color Video Tape Recorder 
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REMOTE 
CONTROL 
REELS 
FOR MICROPHONE CABLE 

Industrial Electric's remote control reels 
are specially designed for retraction of 
microphones attached to various lengths 
of multi -conductor cable. 115 volt re- 
versible chain driven motor. Gear limit 
switch for raising and lowering mikes. 
Remote operation by drum controller, 
push button station or relays. Available 
with 2 to 8 conductor slip rings. 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR CORD 

WITH A PORT - O -REEL! 

Save time. Save wear and tear on micro- 
phone cable. Use a Port -O -Reel. Level 
wind. Holds 150' of cable. Cable will last 
longer. Can be equipped with power cord 
for lighting. 

Write for catalog No. 61-A 
The most complete line of reeling de- 
vices and collector rings in the world. 

ELECTRIC 
REELS 
IpCOp M 

INDUSTRIAL 

ELECTRIC 

REELS 
INCORPORATED 

1503 CHICAGO ST. 

nMwa NEBRASKA sais 

OSCILLATOR 

r 
SIA 

INCREASE 
RANGE 

AC VTVM 

0 

50G FINE ADJUST 

10K4 
COARSE ADJUST 

OHMS 

b o 
UNKNOWN 

IMPEDANCE 

i 

the VTVM. The COMPARE switch is 
now set to REFERENCE RESISTANCE, 
and the potentiometers labeled 
COARSE ADJUST and FINE ADJUST 
are set for a similar reading on the 
VTVM. Repeat these steps until the 
VTVM reads identically when the 
COMPARE switch is operated back 
and forth. Set the READ switch to 
OHMS, the COMPARE switch to REF- 
ERENCE RESISTANCE, and read the 
unknown impedance on the ohm- 
meter. 

ARE YOU 
SURE OF 
YOUR 
TAPE 
SPEED? 
Now you can replace 
your worn stabilizer with 

a new Lang Stabilizer Strobe and see at a glance 
If your tape speed is accurate. New Lang Stabilizer 
Strobe gives you constant 71/2 and 15 i.p.s. speed 
reading. Also the new Lang Stabilizer Strobe is 
machined to within .0002 inches and contributes 
to low flutter specifications. Guaranteed constant 
and accurate reading of tapes on all Ampex 
300/350 series tape recorders. Used by thousands 
of Ampex owners throughout the world. 10 -day 
free trial, 

Only $21.00 with your used stabilizer 

Order direct from 

LANG ELECTRONICS INC. 
507 FIFTH AVE., N. Y.17 

S1B 

READ 

AC VOLTS 

OHMS 
2 

COMPARE 

REF 
RESISTANCE 

UNKNOWN 
IMPEDANCE 

If it isn't possible to make the 
VTVM readings identical when ad- 
justing the potentiometers, more re- 
sistance must be added at the IN- 
CREASE RANGE terminals. 

The second portion of the READ 

switch, labeled "S 1 A," in series with 
the oscillator, opens the oscillator 
circuit when making resistance meas- 
urements. This is to prevent incor- 
rect readings resulting from a DC 
path through the unknown imped- 
ance and the oscillator output cir- 
cuit. 

Accuracy of measurement depends 
on the ohmmeter alone. Up to 100 
kHz, stray reactances do not pre- 
sent a problem even when a wire - 
wound FINE ADJUST potentiometer 
is used. The COARSE ADJUST potenti- 
ometer should be carbon. 

Modification to 866A Socket 

by Ted Shireman 
KALI 
San Gabriel, California 

The familiar 866A rectifier re- 
quires only two base connections 
(these are for the cathode), and the 
unused socket terminals make at- 
tractive tie points for other leads in 
the equipment. We found that this 
can cause problems. 

Recurrent outages caused by blow- 
ing of the plate -circuit fuse in our 
1100 -volt DC bias supply seemed to 
happen about the same time of day. 
Placing a recorder on the power line 
enabled us to trace this to line -volt- 
age surges caused when power -factor 
corrections were made at the local 
substation. The power company ad- 
vised us it was not possible to elimi- 
nate the surges. 

Circle 
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A 50 KW 
UHF -TV transmitter 
that delivers 50 KW's 

You get a full 50 KW's of output power 
on all UHF channels from this General 
Electric UHF -TV transmitter. 

General Electric spent 12 years per- 

fecting the design-four, easily acces- 

sible, self-contained modular cubicles 
with new type Klystron tubes oper- 
ating at improved efficiency in both 
visual and aural transmitters. 

The vestigal sideband filter (low 

power) is inserted between 100 watt 

visual driver and the 50 KW amplifier. 
The outputs of the visual and aural 
amplifiers are connected to the slot 
diplexer with - 3.58 MC trap-and the 
output is then fed right to the antenna. 

G.E.'s full line of UHF transmitters 
is designed to FCC and EIA specifica 
tions for color and monochrome opera 
tion-all with remote control capability 
via external landline and/or micro 
wave terminal equipment. Cubicle corn 

Visual Communications Products 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

binations are available for 15 and 30 
and 50 KW, with visual to aural power 
ratios of 5 -to -1 to 10 -to -1. 

If you'd like to learn more about 
this complete line of powerful trans- 
mitters, call your General Electric 
broadcasting representative. 

He has the full power story. 

General Electric Company, Visual Com- 
munications Products, 7-315 Electron. 
ics Park, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201 

GE -32 

July, 1966 
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Advanced, Solid State 

Super B Series 
MEETS OR EXCEEDS ALL NAB SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

And Here's the New 
Economy King 

COMPACT 400-A 

Don't let their low price fool you. 
New, solid state SPOTMASTER 
Compact 400's are second only to 
the Super B series in performance 
and features. Available in both play- 
back and record -playback versions, 
these Compact models share the 
traditional SPOTMASTER em- 
phasis on rugged dependability. 

Top Quality 

Tape Cartridges 

Superior SPOTMASTER tape car- 
tridges are available in standard 
timings from 20 seconds to 31 min- 
utes, with special lengths loaded 
on request. In addition, Broadcast 
Electronics offers a complete selec- 
tion of blank cartridges, cartridges 
for delayed programming and heavy 
duty lubricated bulk tape. Prices 
are modest, with no minimum order 
required. 

Introducing the Super B, today's 
truly superior cartridge tape 
equipment. 

New Super B series has 
models to match every 
programming need-record- 
playback and playback -only, 
compact and rack -mount. 
Completely solid state, handsome 
Super B equipment features 
functional new styling and ease 
of operation, modular design, 
choice of 1, 2 or 3 automatic 
electronic cueing tones, separate 
record and play heads. A -B 
monitoring, biased cue recording. 
triple zener controlled power 
supply, transformer output ... 
all adding up to pushbutton 
broadcasting at its finest. 

Super B specs and performance 
equal or exceed NAB standards. 
Our ironclad one-year guarantee 
shows you how much we think 
of these great new machines. 

Write, wire or call for complete 
details on these and other 
cartridge tape units (stereo, too) 
and accessories ... from 
industry's largest, most 
comprehensive line, already 
serving more than 1,500 stations 
on six continents. 

BROADCAST 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 
Area Code 301 JU 8-4983 

Strangely, the tubes exhibited no 
signs of damage usual in the case 
of flashbacks, and there had been 
periods of several months in which 
no outages occurred. Finally, it was 
noted that the transmitter manufac- 
turer had used one of the blank 
socket connections of each 866A 
tube as a tie point for the plate lead, 
placing a high potential on the tube 
pins and causing arcing inside the 
tube bases at the time of the power - 
line surges. Moving the plate leads 
to another location was the cure. 

It appears that 866A tubes made 
by one manufacturer are more sensi- 
tive to this trouble than other makes. 
Replacing the tubes with another 
brand has cleared the trouble tem- 
porarily. 

Electronic Fishing 
by R. H. Coddington 
Richmond, Virginia 

During reconstruction of control 
room patch bays, it became desir- 
able to use a number of existing 
audio lines. The nearest access was 
at a conduit junction box, but the 
wires within were unmarked. Our 
problem was how to determine 
which in the large group of shielded 
twisted -pair lines were the ones we 
wanted to use. 

Promiscuous cutting and testing 
seemed an improper approach, and 
needle prods do not work well 
through a shield, so an unusual so- 
lution was developed. To identify a 
specific pair, feed a 1000 -Hz tone at 
one end, and terminate the other 
end with a matching resistor so 
there will be current in the line. 

The resulting magnetic field is 
scarcely retarded by the braid, which 
is principally a static shield, and the 
cancellation attributed to the twisted 
pair is incomplete in close proximi- 
ty to the conductors. Thus, there is 
some magnetic radiation. 

An effective search probe is a 
slender ferrite antenna intended for 
an AM receiver. Connect its coil di- 
rectly into a 50 -ohm microphone 
channel on the console, and the 
1000 -Hz field can be found by fish- 
ing among the wires. 

By adjusting the oscillator level 
so that the tone is just detectable 
when the probe is in intimate con- 
tact with the pair, identification of 
a single line within many is quick 
and positive. 
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 4 ft. 

Save this much space 
with General Electric's 30 KW 

VHF -TV transmitter 

It's 25% smaller than its closest corn 
petitor and gives you 5 KW more power. 
It measures only 144" x 37" x 83". 

The 3 self-contained, modular cu- 

bicles are easily accessible and air 
cooled. They're very simple to install 
and even more economical to operate 
and maintain. 

The uncompromising quality of 
General Electric VHF transmitters as- 

sures optimum performance and 
makes it possible to attain maximum 
ERP at 5 to 1 power ratio. 

Available in cubicle combinations 
for 1, 5, 10, 30 and 60 KW with visual 
to aural power ratios from 5 to 1 to 
10 to 1. 

G.E.'s full line of VHF transmitters 
is designed to FCC and EIA specifica- 
tions for color and monochrome opera - 

Visual Communications Products 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

tion-all with remote control capabili- 
ties via external landline and/or micro- 

wave terminal equipment. 
For further information, call your 

G -E representative. He'll give you the 
details on how to provide a lot more 

transmitting power in a lot less space. 

General Electric Company, Visual Com- 

munications Products, 7-315 Electron- 

ics Park, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201 
GE -34 

July, 1966 
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 
IMZIZ Mal IM ..... 1111 IM 

INTERNATIONAL 

Closed Circuit Satellite 
The first use of a communications 

satellite to link stockholders and cor- 
porate executives on two continents 
via closed-circuit TV took place in 
May. 

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical 
Company's president, Alfred E. Dris- 
coll, conducted the New York end 
of the transmission, and Mr. Robert 
Gleckner, vice president of Warner- 
Lambert International, was the princi- 
pal spokesman on the London end. 
The live video and audio transmission, 
which allowed for questions and an- 
swers from stockholders and execu- 
tives, was produced and coordinated 
by TNT International, a division of 
Theatre Network "I elevision, Inc. 

The origination point in London 
was the BBC Broadcasting House 
where corporate executives from Eng- 
land, France, Germany, and Italy gath- 
ered to deliver brief reports on com- 
pany activities in their countries. 

SPOTMASTER 
RS -?b 

Tape 

Cartridge 
Racks 

M-1 W 

from 
industry's 
most comprehensive 
line of cartridge tape equipment. 

Enjoy finger-tip convenience 
with RM -100 wall -mount wood 
racks. Store 100 cartridges in 
minimum space (modular con- 
struction permits table -top 
mounting as well) ; $40.00 per 
rack. SPOTMASTER Lazy 
Susan revolving cartridge wire 
rack holds 200 cartridges. Price 
$145.50. Extra rack sections 
available at $12.90. 
Write or wire for complete details. > . ,_ 
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 

8800 Brookville Road 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Circle Item 28 on Tech Data Card 

At the annual meeting in the New 
York Statler Hilton Hotel, TNT's 
Eidophor projection system focused 
the picture from London via Early 
Bird on a large screen enabling every- 
one present to see the executives. 

The video coverage was provided 
by linking the BBC Studio to Goon - 
hilly earth station by land line, trans- 
mitted up to Early Bird and then to 
the United States earth station at An- 
dover, Maine. From there, land lines 
carried the signal to the control center 
in the Statler Hilton. Two-way audio 
transmission was carried by submarine 
cable across the Atlantic. 

The time of the meeting coincided 
with the period of peak telephone call 
traffic overseas, and COMSAT and the 
ATT Long Lines Division cooperated 
in arranging the clearance with 14 
countries involved. 

Educational TV for Nigeria 
Television cameras will soon be fo- 

cused on classroom activities deep in 
northern Nigeria to help train teach- 
ers. A complete closed-circuit televi- 

sion system will be delivered by Dage- 
Bell Corp., a subsidiary of Raytheon 
Company, to Kano Teachers Training 
College. Equipment will include two 
studio cameras, a film chain, produc- 
tion and master control consoles, and 
a distribution system with 21 monitors 
throughout the college. 

The educational television system 
will be used in the application of 
modern teaching techniques to accel- 
erate the training of primary school 
teachers for the northern region, which 
has Nigeria's smallest percentage of 
children in primary school. 

Five -year -old Kano College, with 
the help of a U. S. AID assistance 
program as well as faculty and ad- 
ministrative support from Ohio Uni- 
versity, is accelerating teacher training 
in northern Nigeria so that up to 25% 
of the area's primary -age children will 
be able to attend school by 1970. Edu- 
cational television and other modern 
teaching and learning devices will be 
used extensively in the program. 

NATIONAL 
Broadcast Subscription TV 

Joseph S. Wright, president of Ze- 
nith Radio Corporation, has issued a 
statement in response to the FCC's 
"Further Notice of Proposed Rule 

Model AA200 

SOLID STATE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
Frequency Response: 
-'--1db, 20 to 20,000 cycles at 100MW 
±2db, 20 to 35,000 cycles at 100MW 
Harmonic Distortion: 
Less than 1%, 20 to 20,000 cycles at 100MW 
Less than 2%, 20 to 20,000 cycles at 200MW 
Input: 
50 ohms balanced (mu metal shielded, 

permalloy core transformer) 
2,000 or 100,000 ohms unbalanced 
Gain: 
70db, 50 ohm input, 8 ohm load 
65db, 2,000 ohm input, 8 ohm load 
15db, 100,000 ohm input, 8 ohm load 

Price:U450 

Output: 500 and 8 ohms 
(grain oriented transformer) 

Noise: Better than -70 db 
Circuit: 7 transistors, 1 thermistor 
Controls: Locking volume control 
Connections: Barrier strip 
Power Supply: 9 volts DC, 100 MA 

(accessory power supply available) 
Construction: Brown enamelled 
steel case 

Size: 9"L x 23/4"W x 3'4"H 
Weight: 28 ounces 

Including complete Technical Data and Schematic 
FULL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED! 
Send check or money order-we pay postage. 

ROUND HILL ASSOCIATES INC. 
A MILO ELECTRONICS SUBSIDIARY 

434 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10011 
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Making" on the subject of nation- 
wide authorization of broadcast sub- 
scription TV. In his statement, Mr. 
Wright expressed pleasure with the 
FCC's step, and was confident that 
the Commission's analysis of the Hart- 
ford experiment could lead to sub- 
scription TV in seven major markets 
in which Zenith has already nego- 
tiated broadcast contracts. The state- 
ment stressed the supplementary role 
of the proposed service to regular TV. 

Companies Merge 

International Telephone and Tele- 
graph Corporation stockholders have 
approved the merger of ITT and 
American Broadcasting Companies, 
Inc. 

Harold S. Geneen, chairman and 
president of ITT, outlined for stock- 
holders some of the significant aspects 
of the merger of ITT and ABC. He 
stated: 

"The further diversification of (ITT) 
products and services will give im- 
proved balance to the combined com- 
panies' earnings and future economic 
potential in the rapidly growing con- 
sumer services area. 

"There will result a dramatic in- 
crease in the size of our company. 
The combined revenues of ITT-ABC 
will exceed $2.5 billion for this year, 
meaning that the company will rise 
from 31st place among larger indus- 
trial companies in the United States to 
rank within the top 20. 

"Given the added support of ITT's 
resources, it is reasonable to expect 
that under ABC's management it will 
further and perhaps more rapidly de- 
velop its position through the strength- 
ening of its programming, color, and 
international sales capabilities. 

"Television is only part of an amaz- 
ing communications revolution in 
which ITT has already been extensive- 
ly involved. Let me name a few of 
these: television, radio, the telephone, 
the computer, microwave, the trans- 
oceanic cables, satellites, facsimile, the 
transistor, and the laser beam." 

Before the merger becomes final, 
approval must be obtained from the 
Federal Communications Commission 
and other appropriate government 
agencies. A favorable tax ruling with 
respect to the merger was obtained 
from the Internal Revenue Service on 
April 18. 

200 -Mile CATV System 

A Viking Subsidiary, Systems Con- 
struction Corp. will engineer and build 
the New Castle, Pa., CATV System. 

PROGRAM DIRECTORS SAVE TIME 
CHIEF ENGINEERS 

EXECUTIVES Identifying, Evaluating, Cataloging, 
Inspecting 16rnm Motion Picture Film 

on the 

...---== 1 
) 
, 'Y ̀

 ` t ..\//11"\. 

. 

di= r t. .- 
moviola 
LIBRARY 

READER 
View at up to five times sound speed. 
View at governed sound speed. 
Twelve sided prism, high quality, projection system. 
Rapid rewind without switching reels. 
Performs all functions forward and reverse. 
Available with or without sound. 

movio a 
manufacturing co. 
n,ti..rt pit lune; IV equipment 

5539 Riverton Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. 

Telephone: 877-2173 

Cable Address: Moviola, North Hollywood, Calif. 
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CCA> 
"DUAL RELIABLE" 

AM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 
"AM"! 
'FMS 

FOR STATIONS REQUIRING THE FOLLOWING FEATURES NOT 

AVAILABLE IN CCA STANDARD DELUXE TRANSMITTERS: 

BUILT-IN OPERATING STANDBY TRANSMITTER 

ANTICIPATED OFF AIR TIME - 5 SECONDS MAX. 

CONSTANT ELECTRONIC MONITORING SYSTEM 

AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO HALF POWER 

ALL COMPONENTS - INCLUDING TUBES - 
OPERATE (a 50% RATING 

100% SPARE PARTS 

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE - 5 MINUTES PER WEEK 

10.000 HOUR MINIMUM AVERAGE TUBE LIFE 
ANTICIPATED AT SUPER CONSERVATIVE OPERATION 

CCA. 

Pictured on the left is the monitoring, combining and automatic switch- 
ing cabinet of the CCA AM-5000DX, 5KW Dual Reliable Transmitter. This 
cabinet constantly monitors the audio and RF of two independent 2.5KW 
transmitters and combines their outputs to provide 5KW output. In the 
unlikely event of a fault, the defective transmitter will be instantly 
turned off and the second transmitter will automatically feed the an- 
tenna. This reduction to half power will have negligible effect on station 
coverage. 

CONTACT CCA FOR DETAILS ON OUR "DUAL RELIABLE" 
AND DELUXE AM AND FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS. 

CCA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
GLOUCESTER CITY, NEW JERSEY 

(609)-456-1716 

"TRANSMITTERS ARE OUR BUSINESS" 
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The 200 -mile system, owned by Neptune Broadcasting 
and Rushmore Newspapers, will incorporate Viking Alu- 
minum Sheath cable and the new 5000 series color -band 
amplifiers. 

New Award 
Approval has been obtained for the sponsorship of a 

new Gold Medal Award to be administered by Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers annually. 

The Award is to be known as the Eastman Kodak Gold 
Medal Award, and will recognize an individual selected 
by SMPTE "for outstanding contributions in the field of 
engineering development which lead to the introduction 
of new and unique educational techniques or programs 
utilizing motion pictures, television, high-speed and in- 
strumentation, or photographic science." The award will 
recognize the development in equipment and systems that 
use the various technologies mentioned and result in ad- 
vancing the educational process at any or all levels. Em- 
phasis will be on directly advancing education rather than 
on contributions made initially for some other purpose 
and later found to be useful for educational purposes. 

New ETV System 

Broadcasting of instructional television has begun on 
the 2.500-mHz network of the 240 -school system of the 
Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn. 

The two -channel system broadcasts in the uppermost 
UHF range via transmitters and special receiving equip- 
ment designed by Varian Associates' Micro -Link Systems. 

The initial programming consists of lessons and experi- 
ments in science, art, language arts, and social studies- 
all for pupils in the first through tenth grades. Teacher 
training in modern mathematics also is conducted via TV. 

Over the next two years, the $1.25 million Diocesan 
program calls for expansion of the transmission system 
to four channels to provide instruction to all school levels 
and for adult education programs, according to Father 
Michael J. Dempsey, assistant superintendent of schools 
and TV coordinator. 

PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS 

The assets of The Capital Broadcasting, Inc. owned by 
Frank Fitzsimmons and Cal Culver of Bismarck -Mandan, 
North Dakota, which operates Radio Station KBOM on 
1270 with 1000 watts, have been bought by Richard Power 
and Associates, of Stillwater, Minnesota, for a price of 
$235,000 with terms subject to FCC approval. 

Metropolitan Broadcasting Radio, a division of Metro- 
media, Inc., has purchased radio station KEWB for the 
sum of $2,500,000, according to John V. B. Sullivan. 
division president. 

KEWB, formerly owned by Crowell Collier Co., is lo- 
cated in Oakland, California, and serves the greater San 
Francisco Metropolitan Bay Area. 

Varner Paulson, vice president of Metropolitan Broad- 
casting Radio, and formerly program director for Metro - 
media's WNEW, New York, will serve as general manager 
for KEWB. 

Mr. Sullivan said, "Significant program changes are 
contemplated for KEWB in the very near future." KEWB 
has specialized in a "rock and roll" music format directed 
primarily at teenage audiences. 

In addition to its new ownership of KEWB, Metromedia 
owns and operates stations WNEW, New York; KLAC, 
Los Angeles; WIP, Philadelphia; WHK, Cleveland; WCBM, 
Baltimore; and KMBC, in Kansas City. 

Just recently, Metromedia announced its purchase of 

Presenting Met rotech's Iwo- 

Directìon Slow Speed logger 
12-16 Operating Days of Continuous, Unattended Logging 

Time for any Broadcast or Communications Requirement. 

Tape cost less than 4ç per hour-or $1.00 for a 24 -hour day. 

Heavy duty Transport with latest solid state electronics is 

fully automatic and provides exceptional fidelity -3 db 

from 200-2700 cps with adjustable equalization. 

A complete line of Professional Re- 

corders/Reproducers, operating at 

standard speeds, is also available 

and surpasses all N.A.B. specifica- 

tions. 

Write today for six -page illustrated 

brochure and price information. 

r ..1 eÁ1 

670 NATIONAL AVENUE ill 
M [1001f CH INC. MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 
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The pop -click -hum bug is dead. 

Collins' new Speech Console hasn't a mechanical contact in the program circuits. 

Photoconductive cells instead of relays and switches. 
No contacts to wear and get dirty. Nothing at all to keep 
clean. Result: your most troublesome maintenance prob- 
lem is ended. Also: no pops, clicks and hums from me- 
chanical switches. Your audio is the cleanest, clearest 
audio on the air. 
A lot less wire (and a lot less hum) . 

Audio doesn't have to travel to front panel and back. 
This means you have a lot less wire to pick up noise. 
( There is no noise, either, from attenuators. They are 
sealed in protective capsules.) 

Module design ends time -wasting troubleshooting. 
Simply take out one card and plug in another. Replace 
attenuator, input switches, and amplifier output switches 
with one quick shuffle of cards. 

The Collins solid state 212S-1 is for stereo and dual 
channel operation for FM, AM and TV stations. The 
companion 212M-1 Console has fewer modules for mono 
program and monitor outputs. 

For details, call your Collins representative. Or write: 
Broadcast Communication Division, Collins Radio Com- 
pany, Dallas, Texas 75207. 

This is the 

Collins 212S-1 

that killed the 

pop -click -hum bug. 

//\\\ 
COLLINS 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / WORLD HEADQUARTERS / DALLAS, TEXAS 
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LANG 

SOLID-STATE 

PORTABLE MIXER 

LANG Professional solid-state 
mixer is ideal for monaural or stereo 
recording in the field or studio. Three - 
position selector for A, A -B or B outputs. 
Six plug-in microphone pre -amplifiers and 
two plug-in line amplifiers permit high level 
mixing and line level output Two illumi- 
nated flip -up VU meters for moni- 
toring line outputs and sturdy 
all leather attache case 
for easy portability. 

MOOG ulAI12 

SOLID-STATE COMPACT MIXER 
The economical approach to most console 
requirements. The LANG COMPACT MIXER, 
with exclusive echo feed and return, high 
gain, low noise, silicon circuitry, has four 
low-level inputs and one high-level input. 
Fast becoming the standard of quality for 
quality conscious studios. Use one, 
two, or more units for 
multi- channel 
application._ 

RAECORD 

STEREO MIXER 
An eight -channel, mixer featuring eight 
microphone inputs with stereo or monaural 
output. As a stereo mixer, several micro- 
phone combinations are available: Three in- 
puts are fixed on A channel and three on B 

channel. Microphones #4 and #5 can be 
independently switched, or can be split to 
appear on both channels. In monaural use 
all inputs appear at both outputs 
simultaneously. A superb light- 
weight professional mixer. 

O O e ;1;2 
I Y 

b 

rare.,e° 
BROADCAST MIXER 

Designed for the broadcast industry the new 
compact LANG Model LBX-2 is completely 
silicon transistorized. Features: Five micro- 
phone/line inputs; line output capability of 
+28 dbm; illuminated 4" VU meter; can be 
stacked for 10 or more inputs; all active 
circuitry on plug-in printed circuit cards and 
many, many other outstanding and 
exclusive features found only on 
the LANG Model LBX-2. 

For complete details 
and prices write today to: 

LANGELECTRONICS INC. 
507 FIFTH AVE, N.Y.10017 

For all your audio needs - LOOK TO LANG! 

the San Francisco FM radio station 
KSFR, as an addition to its grow- 
ing number of FM stations located 
throughout the country. 

PERSONALITIES 
IM IM O 

Forrest D. Rees has been appointed 
field engineer and Denton Allen has 
been named systems test engineer at 

Forrest D. Rees 

the Allen Electronics facility, Palo 
Alto, California. Announcement came 
from parent Visual Electronics Cor- 
poration. 

Mr. Rees will perform field en- 
gineering duties on the Allen VTR 
program in the West Coast area. Prior 
to joining Allen, Mr. Rees supervised 
in Kaiser Broadcasting Corporation's 
field pickup and video taping opera- 
tions. 

Denton Allen 

for your tower ROHN 
I 

requirements' 

SYSTEMS 

íi 

A complete tower 
erection service 
that has these 
special advantages: 

DEPENDABILITY 

RELIABILITY 

s/ COMPLETE 

ENGINEERING 

COAST TO COAST 

SERVICE 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WORLD-WIDE 

Be sure to obtain price quota- 
tions and engineering assist- 

ance for your complete tower 
needs from America's foremost 
tower erection service. 

ROHN SYSTEMS, INC. 
6718 W. Plank Rood Peoria, Illinois 

Phone 309-637-8416 TWX 309-697-1488 

REPLACEMENT 

PROJECTION 

LENSES 

For Desired Image Size 
at Available Distance! 

Off -The -Shelf Delivery! 

16 mm CINE Lenses! 
35 mm SLIDE Lenses! 

(State Projector Make and Model 
when ordering. Also Image Size and 
Distance!) 
Standard and custom -mounted 
Lenses for all popular projectors! 

FREE 68th ANNUAL 
Photo Equipment and 
Lens Guide! 148 pages! ¡ ^_ 

Burke & James, Inc. 
333 W. Lake St., 

Chicago. Dl. 60808 
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New E -V Model 668 Dynamic 

Cardioid Boom Microphone 

with built-in 

programming panel! 

()It's just like having 36 micro- 
phones in one, at the end of your 

boom! Simply match the computer -style 
programming pins to the color -coded 
jack field inside the new E -V668. You'll 
get any combination of flat response 
(40 to 12,000 cps), bass and/or treble 
rolloff, treble rise, and 80 or 8,000 cps 
cutoff. The 668 built-in passive equalizer 
matches response to need precisely with- 
out loss in output level-mixes perfectly 
with any other microphone. 

The 668 cardioid pattern is symmetrical 
in every plane with excellent rear cancel- 
lation at every program setting. Two inde- 
pendent Continuously Variable-D*systems 
provide this uniformity, yet permit high 
output (-51 dbm) for distant pickup 
without added equipment or special cables. 

Light in weight and small in size, the 
668 with integral AcoustifoamTM wind- 
screen and shock mount minimizes shadow 
problems while allowing noise -free fast 
panning, indoors and out. Its 1 lb., 11 oz. 
weight eliminates "fishpole fatigue" and 
counterbalancing problems. 

The 668 is guaranteed UNCONDITION- 
ALLY against malfunction of any kind- 
even if caused by accident or abuse-for 
two years. And, like all E -V Professional 
microphones, it's guaranteed for life 
against failure of materials or workman- 
ship. 

The E -V 668 is the result of a three year 
intensive field testing program in movie 
and TV studios from coast to coast. It has 
proved itself superior to every other boom 
microphone available. Find out why with 
a no cost, no obligation trial in your studio. 
Call your E -V Professional microphone 
distributor today, or write us direct for 
complete specifications. 
NEWT MODEL 667A Identical to Model 668 except sharp cutoff 
filters and HF-rolloff eliminated.List price: Model 667A,$345.00; 
Model 668, 5495.00 (less normal trade discounts). 

* Patent No. 3115207 covers the exclusive E -V 
Continuously Variable -D design. 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 761V 
638 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

54cett-oca 
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND 
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C 
CABLE 
& CONNECTORS 

Times CATV seamless alumi- 
num sheath cable-in con- 
tinuous lengths up to V2 mile - 
requires fewer splices, costs 
less to install and maintain. 
Weathertight. Offers 30 db 
minimum return loss for 
minimum ghosting. Out- 
lasts and outperforms so- 
called "economy" cable 
(which costs still more to 
replace) and lives up to 
your system's planned 
potential. 

Matching, instantly - 
installed Timatch® con- 
nector fits Times and 
other semiflexible CATV 
cables. One piece. Reus- 
able. Matches the life of 
the cable itself. Has ex- 
clusive CoilGrip®clamp. 

Write for full data on 
cable and connectors. 

Timatch® perfect 
match connectors 

Cable: Available in 
seamless lengths up to V2 mile 

TIMES 
WIRE & CABLE Dept. 62 
Wallingford, Conn. 

Please send complete data 
on connectors and CATV cable. 

Please have a field representative call. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State 

He attended the University of 
Toledo and the DeVry Technical In- 
stitute in Chicago. 

Mr. Allen will conduct the system 
testing of the new Visual/Allen Con- 
tinental VTR products line, as well as 
the various Allenized VTR machines 
now produced at the Palo Alto facility. 

Eugene R. Hill, director of engi- 
neering for Kaiser Broadcasting, has 
announced the promotion of two en- 
gineers at WKBS, Channel 48 in Phil- 
adelphia. Gene Gildow has been 
named to the post of chief engineer 
of WKBS, and Arden Woofter has 
been named as technical advisor for 
transmission systems for Kaiser. 

Prior to his appointment, Mr. 
Gildow was on the WKBS engineering 
staff. He had formerly served as chief 
engineer for station WPTA, Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. 

Before assuming his corporate du- 
ties, Mr. Woofter had been acting chief 
engineer for WKBS. 

Dennis William Sparks has been ap- 
pointed vice-president, technical oper- 
ations for Spencer -Kennedy Labora- 
tories, Inc. He will be responsible for 
all product engineering and manu- 
facturing. Other appointments include 
eight new district managers and Mr. 
Donald Le Mire as product manager 
for the precision instrument line and 
field support specialist for cable sys- 
tem sales. New district managers are 
Robert Gault, Bruce Frazier, William 
Asip, Lawrence Whitehead, Robert 
Hatter, William Bryant, Robert Lem - 
mon and William Laskey. 

Robert E. Ramsey has been named 
vice president of operations of Con- 
tinental Electronics Manufacturing 
Co., and Continental Electronics Sys- 
tems, Inc., subsidiaries of LTV Elec- 
trosystems, Inc. 

President James O. Weldon said the 
promotion recognizes Ramsey's sig- 
nificant contribution during the past 
two years in achieving technical con- 
tinuity control and timely accomplish- 

ment of Continental Electronics proj- 
ects throughout the free world. 

Ramsey, an electrical engineer and 
member of the IEEE, joined the firm 
in 1958, and progressed through en- 
gineering and management assign- 
ments to director of operations prior 
to this promotion. 

MOVING? 
Don't Lose Touch .. . 

Receive BE as usual at your new address 

Write: BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

Circulation Department 
4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

LP's LP's LP's LP's LP's 

MR. STATION OWNER: 

Here is our answer to your problem, 

WHERE 

TO PUT 

iiiiiinnn p, 
nm111IIH m 

FOR min 
LP,s 

Model GS0736 
Shown 

Model GS2412 - 24" wide - $69.50 

Model G53612 - 36" wide - $84.50 

Model G54812 - 48" wide - $99.50 

Prices include Crating & Freight prepaid 

by motor truck anywhere in U.S.A. 

5% Discount if Check Accompanies Order 

GRINNAN FIXTURE CO. 

MINERVA, OHIO 

LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
LP's 
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Model RA -5 

$225. including carrying case & batteries 

PA pt TA ELECTRONIC 

CORPORATION 

- New Solid State 

JIFLIW MDLin 
Goes Anywhere 

Here's a light weight solid state -Remote Ampli- 
fier that's always ready to go! This 2 channel, 
3 input amplifier weighs only six pounds. Oper- 
ates over 30 hours on just two 9 volt transistor 
radio batteries. Built-in 1 KC oscillator. Head- 
phone jack and gain control. /-\ 

Optional AC Power Supply 
'` 

available at $29.95 

5851 Florin -Perkins Rd. 
Sacramento, California 95828 
Phone (916) 452.5353 

J 
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HIT OF THE SHOW 
Once again the Norelco exhibition was outstanding in attraction and performance ... and the Norelco Plumbicon* is now firmly acclaimed the pickup tube for modern 
cameras. 
The new Norelco PC -70 Color Camera introduced at the NAB, features operational 
simplicity, short warm-up time, stabilized deflection circuits, built-in test functions 
and newly designed solid state camera controls utilizing both transistor and inte- 
grated circuitry. 
The Norelco PC -70 Plumbicon Color Camera permits hours of "hands-off" operation 
and precise color matching between cameras ... even for close-up flesh tones and over 
wide variations of light levels-including highlights and shadows. 
Performance at the show was obvious. The Norelco three -tube Plumbicon cameras 
functioned faultlessly throughout ... clearly demonstrating the advantages of the 
three -tube system in producing unmatched resolution, sharp and snappy pictures in 
both color and black -and -white. The color was magnificent under an array of textures 
and hues and lighting conditions. It can be magnificent for you too ! That's why we 
say, "Color it Faithful"-with Norelco Plumbicon Color Cameras. 

*PLUMBICON is a registered trademark 

STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 

DIVISION 
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 
900 South Columbus Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550 

2.64 
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Microwave masterpieces 
Lenkurt's gallery of 12 microwave systems .. put them all 

together and you have an exhibit unmatchable anywhere in 

the world. 
For instance, take our widely -used light route 71 radio 

systems that provide high quality service for up to 48 multiplex 
voice channels in the 450 me band and up to 300 channels in 

the 2,000 me band. 
Then, there's our time -proved 300 channel 74B that pro- 

vides high quality, point-to-point communications for com- 

mon carrier, industrial and government systems. 

And, of course, there's our I watt solid-state 76 series 

microwave radios handling up to- 960 channels for commer- 
cial, industrial, and government services, as well as TY 
applications,. Or our long haul solid-state 5 watt 75 series 

Circle Item 41 on Tech Data Card 
56 

with heterodyne repeaters. 
But just as important as our equipment is our philosophy. 

Simply stated it's this: We never squeeze you to fit one of our 
systems. Instead, we tailor a system to fit your needs. It's part 
of Lenkurt's heritage and reputation for quality and continuity. 

When you're thinking of going microwave, get into the 
picture with Lenkurt. And smile. 

Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc., San Carlos, California. Other 
offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, and New York City. 

LENffURTELECTR/C 
SUBSIDIARY OF 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS T 
BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
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Then you can afford ATC 

automation right now! 

It's a fact. ATC can automate 
your station for as little as 

$65.00 per week. In many cases, 
even less. 

You can buy the equipment 
outright. Or finance it. Or lease it. 

And simply sell a few more 
spots a week to pay for it. 

Whichever way you choose, one 
thing is certain. The benefits 
will completely overshadow 
the cost. 

What benefits? Well, you'll free 
your announcers from purely 
mechanical control room work. 

Of course 
I can sell $65 worth 
of spots a week! 

Make them available for more 
productive pursuits. Producing 
better programs. Better 
commercials. Better newscasts. 
More sales. 

The beauty of ATC automation 
is that you buy only what you 

need. Then if you want to expand, 
you just add on. And still use 

the original equipment. 

ATC has designed the most 
comprehensive line of modular 
automation components in the 
industry. (In fact, we pioneered 
the whole thing.) 

Circle Item 42 on Tech Data Card 

The Criterion tape cartridge unit. 
The ATC-55 multiple tape 
cartridge handler. Stereo and 
monaural tape sources. Even a 

unit that prints the official 
log automatically as the material 
is being broadcast. 

Plus three different automation 
control systems: (1) by punch 
card, (2) by magnetic tape, 
(3) by a time/ sequence device. 

Automation needs vary from 
station to station. Our job is to 
prescribe the system that will 
best accomplish what you want 
and what the budget will allow. 

All our people are broadcasters. 
They speak your language. 

To hear them speak it, call 
309-829-7006 or write for 
descriptive literature. 

AUTOMATIC 

TAPE CONTROL INC. 

1107 E. Croxton Avenue 
Bloomington, Illinois 
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NEW PRODUCTS ------------------- 

New Color VTR's 
(60) 

Two new high -band color video tape 
recorders - Model V/A100G, called 
the Continental, and Model V/A5OG 

- have been unveiled by Visual Elec- 
tronics Corp. and Allen Electronics 
Corp. The Model V/A100G is en- 
closed in a console housing also con- 
taining a Tektronix 529, modified 
pulse -cross monitor, and 17 -in color 
monitor. The tape transport is mounted 
at a 60° angle in a removable sub - 
housing, incorporating tape -transport 
controls, adjustable in position to suit 
operator preference. 

The headwheel assembly is designed 
to provide improved high -band per- 
formance with long head life. The 
acoustically shielded air system is 
mounted in one location, facilitating 
adjustment and servicing. 

'The signal control panel provides 
for selection of audio/video inputs, 
waveform and picture monitor selec- 
tion, and color monitor selection. Also 
provided are playback processing con- 
trols. The audio system has two identi- 
cal channels - one for audio and one 
for cue. Remote control of tape -trans- 
port operating and video -processing 

ea 
STANDARDI2" - 
also available 
in STANDARD 16' 
and CUSTOM 12' 

QRKisas simple 

as a Turntable can be made 
In design, it's simplicity itself; has only three 

revolving parts. It's simple to install; simple to 
service. Oilite bearings need little lubing. It's 
simple to operate. 45's drop onto permanent core 
in center well, 10's and 12's ride above; no gadgets GREEN 
to pop-up or lose. It's easy to cue because QRK Make acc 
starts almost instantly; the control panel is prac- or less in i 

standard s 

tically fumble proof. shapes foi 
your elei 

See your dealer today or call or 
write us for complete information. :: r 

`E 
' 
. \ of ivision 

COC© ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 1854 Columk 

2125 N. Barton - Fresno, California 

controls is available. An alarm panel 
gives indication of any dangerous con- 
dition or loss of important function. 
A footage counter shows local and re- 
mote resettable minutes and seconds 
counts. The tape transport features a 
tachometer control of tape tension, 
centrifugal reel locks, and other im- 
provements. 

The second model, the V/A50G, is 
described as a standard economy pack- 
age for stations with limited budgets. 

3`ï Ot 1 
- 2C12 2Y 

/-- 
/0/17-7-7"/-7'-' 

l'¡moi; 

Panel -Mount 
Square Potentiometers 

(61) 

All wirewound and nonwirewound 

LEE CHASSIS PUNCHES 
irate, finished holes in 1''i minutes 
petal, hard rubber, and plastics. All 
izes ... round, square, key, or "D" 
sockets, switches, meters, etc. At 
tronic parts dealers. Write for 

literature. 

REENLEE TOOL CO 
reenlee Bros. & Co. 
is Avenue, Rockford, Illinois 61101 
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these connectors aren't just accessories! 
Andrew is one of the world's largest manufacturers of RF connectors. Our engineers develop 
connectors not just as accessories but as part of complete antenna, cable and transmission 
line systems. Be sure of prcved performance and reliability. Contact your regional Andrew sales 

engineer or write Andrew Corporation, P. O. Box 807, Chicago, Illinois, J.S.A. 60642. 

Circle Item 45 on Tech Doto Card 
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square adjustment potentiometers of 
the TRIMPOT Division of Bourns, 
Inc. are now available in panel -mount 
styles. These include the lh "-square 
Models 3250 (wirewound), 3251 (non- 
wirewound), and 3255 (wirewound, 
industrial), as well as the 3/8 "-square 
Models 3280 (wirewound) and 3281 
(nonwirewound). 

No derating is recommended; the 
units are intended to offer the same 
electrical and environmental charac- 
teristics as standard types. Sealed 
bushings make them suited for potting 
applications. 

Spotlight Lamp 
(62) 

The first of a new family of in- 
candescent spotlight lamps for use 

in motion picture, television, and 
photograhic studios; theater stages; 
and display and architectural lighting 
has been introduced by General Elec- 
tric's Large Lamp Department. It is 
a 750 -watt tungsten -halogen light 
source (left in photo) with a planar 
filament, and operates at a color tem- 
perature of 3200°K for studio or stage 
use. The new lamp has been devel- 
oped to give four times longer life, 
four and one-half times greater total 
light output over life, higher stability 
of light output and color, and a more 
compact size than the lamp it di- 
rectly replaces (right in photo.) The 
primary application is in focusable, 
lens -type spotlights. 

A Quartzline lamp is the light 
source and is mounted inside a glass 
outer bulb, which has a medium bi - 
post base. In the new lamp, bromine 
is used instead of iodine as the re- 
generative agent to make the light 
free from the pinkish tint sometimes 
associated with other halogen -cycle 
lamps. 

The increased life of the lamps is 

attributed not only to the halogen 
cycle, but also in part to the atmo- 
sphere of inert gas in which the fila- 
ment tube operates. This gas protects 
lead-in wires against oxidation, and 
eliminates the need for the seal-tem- 

Available locally from 

your distributor ... NOW! 

NORTRONICS 

8000 SERIES 

PROFESSIONAL 

REPLACEMENT HEADS! 

??o°ena,ra 

4 
41461y£TiC l .. ` 

Full Track, 2 Track or 4 Track in Record, Playback or Erase 
Heads as well as 3 or 4 Channel Heads in Record or Playback 
Types for. . 

AMPEX, MAGNECORD, CONCERTONE, RCA, CROWN 

Now you can reduce "downtime" by using Nortronics replacement heads- 
available locally and immediately from your distributor! Pick the head 
and track style YOU want from Nortronics' full professional line. After 
initial changeover, replace heads or convert track styles in minutes! Preci- 
sion engineered adapters and mounting brackets let YOU make the initial 
changeover ... let YOU service your recorders according to your needs. 

perature limitations associated with 
unjacketed Quartzline lamps. 

List price of the lamps is $32.10. 

Motorized Antenna 
Switch Matrix 

(63) 

A motorized version of a recently 
patented antenna switching matrix 
has been developed by Delta Elec- 
tronics, Inc. 

The Model SLS-1M matrix is cap- 
able of connecting any number of 
transmitters to any number of an- 
tennas. Motorization enables the 
operator to control switching from a 
location remote from the switching 
matrix. The control console is com- 
pact for installation on standard com- 
ponent racks. 

Motor -driven lineal actuators ac- 
complish switching within the matrix 
itself. Each switch in the matrix can 
handle an average power of 50 kilo- 
watts at frequencies up to 30 mHz. 
Peak power rating is 200 kw. Char- 
acteristic impedance is listed as 50 
ohms, VSWR as 1.15 or less, and 
cross -channel isolation as 65 db or 
better. 

The switch mechanism is a plunger 
type which removes all residual stubs 
from active circuits; design utilizes a 
strip -line technique. Included is an 
interlock system to prevent accidental 
feeding of one transmitter into an- 
other, or two transmitters into one 
antenna. 

The matrix has no vacuum com- 
ponents, and all parts are replaceable 
in the field. 

MOVING? 
Don't Lose Touch .. . 

Receive BE as usual at your new address 

Write: BROADCAST ENGINEERING 

Circulation Department 

4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
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See your distributor today, Write for full details! Or call 612-545.0401. 
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POWER UP 
SPACE DOWN 

with the Gates 
all -new 

20,000 -watt 
FM transmitter 
Model FM -20G 

20,000 watt 
Model FM -20G 

Here's top power at lowest per hour operating cost in a 

compact space -saving cabinet arrangement. The new Gates 

FM -20G provides maximum installation flexibility. Power 

supply is 100% solid-state and only one 4CX-15,000A 

ceramic tetrode delivers 20,000 -watts output. This brand- 

new Gates FM20G Transmitter is another reason why 

the soundest sound in FM is the new sound of Gates. 

Send today for complete description and specifications. 

HARRIS 
I INTERTYPE 

CORPORATION 
G A TES 

GATES RADIO COMPANY QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62302,U.S.A. 
A subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation 
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if THIS Yagi design doesn't 
solve your problem... 

choose from over loo other 
Taco ruggedized Yagi antennas 

There is simply no compromise when 
you specify a TACO Yagi antenna or 
antenna system. As a pioneer manufac- 
turer and prime supplier of Yagi an- 
tennas, TACO has developed models for 
every communications need-point-to- 
point, rebroadcast TV, Translator, CATV, 
MATV, ETV, or sophisticated tracking 
arrays. 

TACO Yagi antennas are available in 5, 8, and 
10 element designs in single or multiple arrays 
for vertical or horizontal polarization. These 
are cut and tuned for specific broad or narrow 
bands in the frequency range from 30 MHz to 
500MHz. 

TACO catalogs almost one hundred and fifty 
different types of Ruggedized Yagis-each 
suited to do a particular job best. TACO's tre- 
mendous backlog of experience in special - 
function design is matched by no other 
antenna manufacturer. 

Send for complete catalog data today. 

TACO antennas and 
antenna systems 

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Government and Industrial Division 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 
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Color Arc Lamp 
(64) 

A long -life color arc lamp for 
greater illumination and lower power 
requirement than incandescent lamps 
of similar color temperature is a new 
product of Sylvania. The lamp, ini- 
tially available in a 400 -watt size, is 
designed for color TV, motion -pic- 
ture, and commercial -photography 
applications. 

Vertical operation gives 3200- 
3600°K, while the horizontal range 
is 3400-3800°K. The 400 -watt lamp 
gives 85 lumens per watt, which is 

SPOTMASTER 

PortaPak I 
Cartridge 
Playback Unit 
Your time salesmen will 
wonder how they ever 
got along without itl 
Completely self-con- 
tained and self -powered, Po taPak I offers 
wide -range response, low distortion, 
plays all sized cartridges anywhere and 
anytime. It's solid state for rugged de- 
pendability and low battery drain, and 
recharges overnight from standard 115v 
ac line. Packaged in handsome stainless 
steel with a hinged lid for easy mainte- 
nance, PortaPak I weighs just 111/2 lbs. 
Vinyl carrying case optional. 

Write or wire for full information. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
8800 Brookville Road 

Silver Spring, Maryland 
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more than twice that of incandescent 
lamps at 3400°K. Life expectancy 
should be about 7500 hours. Installa- 
tion may require socket changes and 
the addition of ballast. 

Support Clamp 
(65) 

One groove of this support clamp 
accommodates insulated stranded sup- 
port members of 1/4 -in. and 5/16 -in. 
diameters. The other groove accom- 
modates insulated solid support mem- 
bers of .109 -in., .134 -in., and .148 -in. 
diameters. The design of this high - 
tensile aluminum clamp installed 
with 1 -in. or 5/a -in. standard 
through -bolt, prevents spiral migra- 
tion and longitudinal pull -through; 
the clamp grooves hold securely yet 
minimize insulation crushing. For 
cross -arm installation, a cross -arm 
bracket assembly is available. Catalog 
designation of this tangent support 
clamp is IM -931, accepted by REA 
per Specification PE -48. The clamp 
is a product of Superior Cable Cor- 
poration. 

Strip Grommet Material 
(66) 

Electrovert grommet strip is a 
U-shaped, strip -type grommeting ma- 
terial extruded from natural poly- 
ethylene, a flexible material that is 
resistant to atmospheric gases, ozone, 
dampness, acids, and oils. The strips 
are available in five sizes, to fit ma- 
terial varying in thickness from 20 
gauge to 1/4" plate. The strip is ap- 
plied by fitting the U-shaped channel 
over the metal, around the hole, and 
cutting the strip to form a butt -joint. 
No adhesive or special tools are neces- 
sary. The material is packaged in 
75 -ft. lengths. 
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ENGINEERS' TECH DATA 

AUDIO & RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

75. AMPEX - Application Engineering Bulletin No. 11 is a 
14 -page discussion concerning the design and application 
of tape reels for instrumentation, computer, video, and 
audio recording. Literature includes NAB standards for 

precision and non -precision reels and hubs. Offer extends 
to VR -1100, VR -1100E, and VR -1200 video tape recorders 
and to Teleproduction accessories. 

76. ATLAS SOUND - Catalog 566-67 describes new models 
of public address loudspeakers, microphone stands, and 
accessories for commercial sound applications. 

77. BAUER ELECTRONICS CORP. - Brochure illustrates product 
line including audio consoles from 5 to 30 channel inputs 
(some in kit form), AM and FM transmitters, and automatic 
logging equipment. 

78. QUAM-NICHOLS - General catalog lists speakers for new 
installation and replacement in public address, background - 
music, hi-fi, and automotive systems. 

79. VIKING OF MINNEAPOLIS - Six -page leaflet outlines speci- 
fications of tape cartridge handlers, recording and playback 
amplifiers, cabinets, and cartridges. 

CATV EQUIPMENT 

80. BLONDER -TONGUE - Colored folder shows typical appli- 
cation of UHF/VHF/FM master antenna systems. 

81. FINNEY - Material provides specifications for various an- 
tennas: Form 20-340 for master system antennas - heavy 
duty gamma matched; Form 20-249 for 300 -ohm, single 
channel Yogi's; and Form 20-353 for 75 -ohm broadband. 

COMPONENTS & MATERIALS 

82. HARVEY RADIO - 512 -page catalog contains a special 
broadcast and professional equipment section. 

83. MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES - A short -form 24 -page cata- 
log contains complete electrical and mechanical specifica- 
tions for mixer and detector diodes, power varactors, PIN 
switching diodes, tuning varactors, harmonic generator cir- 

cuit characterized varactors, tunnel diodes, and Schottky - 
Barrier diodes. Technical bulletins detail a new series of 

broadband balanced mixers and electromechanical coaxial 
switches. 

84. TEXWIPE - Folder includes sample of "Optic -Cloth," de- 
signed to clean and polish coated optics. 

85. WORKMAN - Coil cross-reference catalog #103 refers other 
manufacturers' parts numbers to Workman numbers. 

MICROWAVE DEVICES 

86. AEL - Short form catalogs available are: Bulletin #10-1.1 
covering entire microwave line, Catalog #20-50 for antennas, 
and brochure for varactor diodes. A 20 -page brochure de- 
scribes and illustrates the entire antenna line. 

87. EMCEE - Details are offered on a one -watt transistorized 
VHF TV translator Model SSV -1, which may be powered 
from a thermoelectric generator. 

MOBILE RADIO & COMMUNICATIONS 

88. MOSLEY - Catalog lists complete line of 1966 Citizens - 
band equipment. 
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"Want a Good Job 
in Broadcasting? 

You'll Need a 
First Class FCC License." 
Matt Stuczynski knows. He's the Senior Transmitter Operator of 
Radio Station WBOE. His story is typical of hundreds of men who 
have used Cleveland Institute Training as a springboard to success 
in Broadcasting. Here's what Matt says about Cleveland Institute: 

"I give Cleveland Institute credit for my First Class FCC License. 
Even though I had only 6 weeks of high school algebra, CIE's 
AUTO-PROGRAMMEDTM lessons really made electronics 
theory and fundamentals easy. After completing the CIE course, 
I took and passed the First Class Exam. I now have a good job 
in studio operation, transmitting, proof of performance, equip- 
ment servicing. Believe me, a Commercial FCC License is a 
`must' for a career in Broadcasting." 

If you want rapid advancement in broadcasting, the first step is a 
First Class FCC ticket with your name on it. And Cleveland Insti- 
tute Home Study is a fast, economical way to get one. What's more, 
CIE backs their licensing programs with this money -back warranty: 

"A CIE License Course will quickly prepare you for a First 
Class FCC License. If you complete the course but fail to pass 
the exam on your first attempt, CIE will refund all tuition." 

With Cleveland Institute you get your First Class FCC License or 
your money back! Send coupon today for FREE book or write to 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. BE -28, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

NEWS FOR VETERANS: New G. I. Bill may entitle 
you to Government -paid tuition for CIE courses if you 

had active duty in the Armed Forces after Jan. 31, 
1955. Check box in coupon for complete information. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK 
r * 

CIECleveland Institute 1 

of Electronics I 

\ 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

-"": Please send me your FREE book, "How -- """ To Get A Commercial FCC License." 

I Name 
tome print i 

Address 

City State 7ip 

I Occupation Age 

Veterans check here for GI Bill information 

I 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
A Leader in Electronics Training ... Since 1934 BE -28 i 1 
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POWER DEVICES 

89. EN -POWER - Sheet outlines properties of rechargeable 
sintered -plate nickel -cadmium "D" battery. 

90. HEVI-DUTY - Bulletin 7-22 supplies data on line -voltage 
regulator using saturable -core reactor. 

RADIO & CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT 

91. ATC - Spec sheet gives details on Model STC-9 program- 
mer designed to provide automatic program control at 
low cost. 

REFERENCE MATERIAL & SCHOOLS 

92. CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS - New pocket- 
size plastic "Electronics Data Guide" includes formulas and 
tables for frequency vs. wavelength, db, length of an- 
tennas, and color code. 

93. MARCONI INSTRUMENTS - 24 -page booklet discusses non- 
linear distortion in audio amplifiers. Contains tables and 
methods of measurement. 

94. PRECISION EQUIPMENT - Wall chart provides hard -to - 
find conversion tables and factors such as horsepower to 
BTU and kilowatts to foot pounds. 

95. HOWARD W. SAMS - Literature describes popular and 
informative technical publications; includes latest catalog of 
popular books. 

STUDIO AND CAMERA EQUIPMENT 

96. CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS - Data concerns modifications 
using new yoke assembly to update 3" image-orthicon 
cameras. 

97. TELEVISION ZOOMAR - Literature is offered on low-cost 

10 X 40, 10:1 image-orthicon zoom lens, and on Autocam 
programmed remote control for TV cameras. 

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 

98. BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH - A four -page pictorial bro- 
chure describes the AGC-VIII Automatic -Gain -Control Video 
Amplifier. Specifications on the amplifier are included. 

99. COLORADO VIDEO - Available is data on the model 302 
Video Analyzer which allows chart recording of "line se- 
lected" video waveforms on either the horizontal or vertical 
axis. 

100. TOPAZ - New product announcement covers a series of 
transistorized sine -wave output inverters. A catalog for the 
full line of inverters and frequency changers is also offered. 

101. VITAL - Data sheets give specifications of model VI -500 
stabilizing amplifier, Model VI-l0A video -distribution ampli- 
fier, and Model VI -20 pulse -distribution amplifier. 

TEST EQUIPMENT & INSTRUMENTS 

102. API - Bulletin 46 presents performance data and specifica- 
tions for a series of magnetic contact meter relays used to 
actuate an alarm or shut down equipment. 

TOOLS 

103. CHANNELLOCK - New Catalog #66 covers complete line 
of Channellock tools. Includes recently expanded line of 
small "Little Champ" precision pliers. 

TRANSMITTER & ANTENNA DEVICES 

104. DRESSER-IDECO - Series of pamphlets describes services, 
facilities, and examples of very tall guyed, self -supported, 
and candelabra antenna towers for AM, FM, and TV. 

SERIES 700 BY TAPECASTER 
YEARS AHEAD IN DESIGN 
All solid state using highest quality silicon semiconductors 
Designed to exceed NAB specifications 
Full remote control features, START - STOP and RECORD PRESET 
Designed for automation with auxiliary cue tone option 
Premium Nortronics metal faced heads, Large illuminated control buttons 
Hysteresis synchronous motor, Solid stainless steel top deck plate 

Model 700 -RP $450.00 Model 700-P $300.00 

TAPECASTER ELECTRONICS 
Box 662, Rockville, Maryland 20851 
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COMING 
JANUARY 

1, 1967 

The 

Broadcast 

Industry 
Buyers Guide 
A comprehensive presenta- 
tion of all the technical 
products and services re- 
quired by the broadcast 
industry - with total cross- 
references to manufacturers 
and their representatives. 

Free to all subscribers of 

Broadcast 
Engineering® 

Manufacturers of products 
required by the radio, re- 
cording, television, and CA - 
TV industries are invited to 
list their products and serv- 
ices in this new directory. 
For details, write to: 

Broadcast Engineering, 
4300 West 62nd Street 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Advertisers' Index 
ma -im - - - - - 
Alford Mfg. Co. 29 
Andrew Corp. 59 
Automatic Tape Control, Inc. 57 

Belden Mfg. Co. 41 

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. 46, 48, 62 
Burke & James, Inc. 52 

CBS Laboratories, 
Div. of CBS, Inc. -.. 5 

CCA Electronics Corp. 49 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 63 
Cohu Electronics, Inc. 3 

Collins Radio Co. 51 

Electro -Voice, Inc. 53 

Fairchild Recording Equipment 
Corp. 6 

Gates Radio Co. 31, 61 
General Electric Co. (Visual 

Communications Products) 45, 47 
Greenlee Tool Co. 58 
Grinnan Fixture Co. 54 

Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 9 

Industrial Electric Reels, Inc. 44 
International Nuclear Corp. C-3 

Jerrold Electronics Corp. 
(Communications Division) 38 

Lang Electronics, Inc. 44, 52 
Lenkurt Electric Inc. 56 

3 M Company 11 

Magnecord, Div. of Telex Corp. 32 
Metrotech, Inc. 50 
Miller -Stephenson Chemical Co., 

Inc. 42 
Moseley Associates, Inc. 65 
Moviola Mfg. Co. 49 

Norelco Studio Equipment 55 
Nortronics Co., Inc. 60 

QRK Electronic Products 58 

RCA Broadcast & Communications 
Products Div. 40A, 40B 

RCA Electronic Components & 
Devices C-4 

Riker Industries, Inc. C-2 
Rohn Systems, Inc. 52 

Sparta Electronic Corp. 54 
Superior Cable Corp. 37 
Switchcraft, Inc. 38 

Tapecaster Electronics 64 
Tech Laboratories, Inc. 65 
Telemet Co. 8 
Times Wire & Cable 54 
Topaz, Inc. 6 

Viking of Minneapolis 40 
Visual Electronics Corp. 43 
Vital industries 39 
Vitro Elctronics, Div. of Vitro 

Corporation of America 10 

Ward Electronic Industries 7 

.dad Slue REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM - RADIO AND WIRE 

1 AC wire pair or STL 

21 channels 

Write for Bulletin 214 

(for radio: Bulletin 213) 
MODEL 

PER -21 

MOSELEY 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

135 NOGAL DR. SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 
805) 967-0424 
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YOU 

ONLY 

NEED 

THIS 
MUCH 

PANEL 

SPACE 

FOR 

TECH 

LAB'S 
NEW 1" 
VERTICAL 
ATTENUATOR 

(actual size) 

Here's the smallest vertical attenuator 
made in the U.S.A.... another first 
from Tech Labs, pioneers in vertical at- 
tenuators since 1937. 

It uses little panel space ... only 1" 
widex6" long. It provides quick change 
of levels on multiple mixers and assures 
long, noise -free life. Units are available 
in 20 or 30 steps with balanced or un- 
balanced ladder or "T", or potentiom- 
eter circuits. Standard Db per step is 
1.5, others on order. Impedance ranges 
are 30 to 600 ohms on ladders or"T's" 
and up to I megohm on pots. 
Don't wait, send for complete data today! 
Need Video or Audio Rotary Attenuators? 
All Tech rotary 
attenuators are 
precision made 
for extended 
noise -free service. 
Many standard 
designs availlable 
and specials 
made to your 
specs. Send for 
literature today. 

TECH LABORATORIES, INC. 
Bergen & Edsall Blvds., Palisades Park, N.1. 07650 

\Tel: 201-944-2221 TWX: 510-230-97801 
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Professional Services Classified EQUIPMENT FOR SALE ..... IMP MI 

VIR JAMES 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

Applications and Field Engineering 
345 Colorado Blvd. 

Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562 

DENVER, COLORADO 80206 
Member AFCCE 

JAMES C. McNARY 

Consulting Engineer 
National Press Bldg. 

Washington 4, D. C. 
Telephone District 7-120e 

Member AFCCE 

CARL E. SMITH 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

AM, FM, TV and CATV 

8200 Snowville Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44141 
Phone: 216-526-4386 

Member AFCCE 

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS 
PRECISION FREQUENCY 

MEASURING SERVICE 
SPECIALISTS FOR AM -FM -TV 

445 Concord Ave. Phone 876-2810 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 

AMPEX HEAD ASSEMBLY RECONDI- 
TIONING SERVICE for all Ampex pro- 
fessional model recorders. This profes- 
sional service features precision relap- 
ping of all heads for maximum head life. 
Your assembly is thoroughly cleaned and 
guides are replaced as required. Price in- 
cludes optical and electrical inspection 
and complete testing on Ampex equip- 
ment in our plant. Full track or half 
track assemblies . $35.00. One to two 
day service. "Loaner" assemblies avail- 
able if necessary. LIPPS, INC., 1630 
Euclid Street, Santa Monica, California 
90404. (213) EX 3-0449. tf 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER 
AUDIO HEAD ASSEMBLY SERVICE 

Precision relapping of all heads and sup- 
porting posts, including cleaning and 
testing. Ampex head assembly with "cue" 
tracks, $75.00 complete. RCA units also 
relapped. One to two day service. LIPPS, 
INC., 1630 Euclid St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
90404. (213) EX 3-0449. tf 

PAUL H. LEE, P.E. 
27 Years Experience in Radio, 

TV, & Communications Engineering. 
5209 Bangor Drive, 
KENSINGTON, MD. 

(A suburb of Washington, D. C.) 
Phone 301-946-7238 

Senior Member IEEE 

Advertising rates in the Classified Section 
are ten cents per word. Minimum charge is 
$2.00. Blind box number is 50 cents extra. 
Check or money order must be enclosed 
with ad. 

The classified columns are not open to 
the advertising of any broadcast equipment 
or supplies regularly produced by manu- 
facturers unless the equipment is used and 
no longer owned by the manufacturer. Dis- 
play advertising must be purchased in such 
cases. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

RADAR-RCA Model CR -101 marine radar, 
120 VAC, in good operating condition. 35KW 
"X" band transmitter, 12" PPI indicator, 
ranges to 50 miles. Make a fine local area 
weather radar. $1500.00 FOB Chicago. Write 
P.O. Box 71, Northlake, Illinois 60164. 7-66 2t 

CO -AXIAL CABLE Heliax, Styrofiex, Spiro - 
line, etc. Also rigid and RG types in stock. 
New material. Write for list. Sierra -Western 
Electric Co., Willow and 24th Streets, Oak- 
land, Calif. Phone 415 832-3527 5-66-tf 

Tape Cartridge reconditioning and rewind- 
ing. Reloaded with 3M 151 tape and minor 
parts replaced for as little as 900 on a 40 
second tape. Average savings over new 
cartridges: 60%. New cartridge warranty. 
Special pricing for rewinding only. South- 
western Cartridge Service Co., Box 121, San 
Angelo, Texas. 5-66-3t 

Audio Equipment bought, sold, traded. 
Ampex, Fairchild, Crown, McIntosh, Viking. 
F. T. C. Brewer Company, 2400 \Vest Hayes 
Street, Pensacola, Florida. 3-64-tf 

Television / Radio / communications gear of 
any type available. From a tower to a 
tube. Microwave, transmitters, cameras, 
studio equipment, mikes, etc. Advise your 
needs-offers. Electrofind Co., 440 Columbus 
Ave., NYC. 212 -EN -25680. 8-64 tf 

COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS and new or re- 
placement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E., 
Bliley, and J -K holders; regrinding, repair, 
etc. BC -604 crystals; also service on AM 
monitors and H-1' 335B FM monitors. Na- 
tionwide unsolicited testimonials praise our 
products and fast service. Eidson Electronic 
Company, Box 96, Temple, Texas. 5-64 tf 

Trimm 504 Audio Patch cords $4.00. Audio 
jack panels for 19" racks, 10 pair $8.95. 
Repeat coils 500-500 ohm flat to 20kc $4.00 
-Relay racks and equipment cabinets. 
Write for list. Gulf Electro Sales, Inc., 
7031 Burkett, Houston, Texas. 4-66-tf 

NEW CAPSTAN PRESSURE IDLERS FOR 
AMPEX 300's, 350's, and 354's, $15.00. TA - 
BER MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING 
CO., 2619 Lincoln Ave., Alameda, California. 

4-66-6t 

AMPEX HEADS replaced In your 3 head 
300, 350, 351 assembly. Our heads are manu- 
factured under controlled laboratory con- 
ditions and are guaranteed to meet or 
better original equipment specifications. 
Full track and half track $97.50. We will 
send free brochure. TABER MANUFACTUR- 
ING & ENGINEERING CO., 2619 Lincoln 
Ave., Alameda, California. 4-66-6t 

AMPEX HEAD RECONDITIONING SERVICE 
for 300's, 350's, 351's and 354's, includes the 
relapping of worn or grooved heads, and 
the same complete alignment and quality 
control testing as new head replacements. 
Full and half track assemblies $45.00, two 
track $60.00. TABER MANUFACTURING & 
EQUIPMENT CO., 2619 Lincoln Ave., Ala- 
meda, California. 4-66-6t 

AMPEX VIDEO TAPE RECORDER AUDIO 
HEAD ASSEMBLIES REBUILT. Assemblies 
with cue track lapped $100.00, without cue 
tracks, $80.00. New heads for assemblies 
without cue track $220.00, with cue track 
$310.00. Assemblies without cue converted 
with four new heads $350.00. TABER MAN- 
UFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO., 2619 
Lincoln Ave. Alameda, California 4-86-6t 

"AUDIO EGUIPMENT Whatever your 
needs, check us first. New and Used. Am- 
pex, Altec, AKG, EV, Fairchild, Neumann, 
Langevin, Rek-O-Kut, Uher, Viking. Send 
for equipment list." 6-66-6t 

USED, in perfect physical and electrical 
condition: RCA TK -21C Film Camera 
Chains; RCA TP -11C Multiplexors; EK-250 
16mm Projectors; RCA/HF TD -5A Camera 
Dolly (2); H/F Microphone Ilooms; RCA 
TG -2 Studio Sync Gen. Write or call TELE - 
QUIP CORP., 224 Glen Cove Ave., Glen Cove, 
N. Y. Tele. No. 516-671-6806 7-66-1t 

Mica Transmitting Capacitor G-5, .00015, 
35kv, brand-new Sangamo, list price $200. 
Sacrifice for $150. Got it through shipping 
error. This size is not stocked. Contact: B. 
Boehm, WORL, Boston, Mass. 7-66-1t 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

We need used 250, 500, 5K & 10K Watts 
AM Transmitters. No Junk. Broadcast 
Electronics Corp. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, 
Texas 78040. 3-66-tf 

Employment 

SUPERVISING ENGINEER - Graduate elec- 
trical engineer with at least 5 years A.M. 
Broadcast transmitter experience, first class 
license desirable, for administration, super- 
vision and training assignment at church 
related shortwave radio station in Ethiopia. 
For application and further details write 
Engineering, Box 654, Addis Ababa, Ethio- 
pia. 7-66-4t 

1st Class Engineer with broadcast experi- 
ence. Excellent working condtions, salary 
open. WRMN AM&FM, Charles Pettit, 18/ 
Douglas Ave.,' Elgin, Illinois -312-741-7700. 

6-66-tf 

WANTED - Technicians for closed circuit 
systems planning - closed circuit - color 
television - video tape maintenance or 
supervision of installations of RCA equip- 
ment. 143-08 94th Ave, Jamaica, New York. 
297-3336. 6-66-tf 

Immediate Openings with radio and TV 
stations in all parts of the country for 
chief engineers, and both transmitter and 
studio engineers. Send resume today to: 
Nationwide Radio & TV Employment Agen- 
cy, 645 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago. 
Illinois, or call Area Code; 312-337-7075. 

5-66-tf 

Job Headquarters for all Radio and Tele- 
vision Engineers. Immediate openings exist 
in 9 western states and elsewhere for qual- 
ified engineer and technical personnel. All 
categories from trainees to experienced 
transmitter maintenance, chief, assistant 
chief, live color video maintenance and 
technical operations. Send us your com- 
plete resume now. The AMPS Agency, 3974 
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California 
90005. Telephone DU 8-3116. 
By Broadcasters - For Broadcasters 

WANTED - Technicians for closed circuit 
systems planning - closed circuit - color 
television - video tape maintenance or su- 
pervision of installations of RCA equipment. 
630 Fifth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. 757- 
0677 or 297-3336. G. Whiteford. 2-66-íf 
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INTERNATIONAL 

NUCLEAR CORP. 

On -the -air proven 

International Nuclear's transistorized TCA3 camera amplifier is used 

successfully by hundreds of TV stations throughout the world. On -the - 

air proven in TK10/TK30, TK11/TK31, 4PC4A1 and TA124E 
cameras. Fits any image orthicon camera (31/4" x 31/4" x 11/4") . 

Completely transistorized and very simply mounted within the 
camera. Microphonics are eliminated. Operating voltage obtained 
from 285 volt source already in camera and is post -regulated. A tran- 
sistor protective device is included in case the high -voltage blocking 
capacitor at the image orthicon anode should short-circuit. Signal 
connectors are made through BNC type connectors as well as through 
solder -terminals. TCA3 circuit uses but three transistors, all proven 
EIA types. Output stage delivers signals for view -finder as well as 

camera chain. Peaking and streaking controls included and are easily 

adjusted by use of standard RETMA resolution chart. Instructions, 
necessary hardware and pre-cut cables included. 

PRICE, F.C.B. NASHVILLE ... $295.00 EACH 

For more complete information write or phone: 

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
"Transistorizing the Television Industry" 
608 NORRIS AVENUE NASHVILLE, TENN. PHONE 615-254-3366 
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RCA color capability 

IMAGE ORTHICONS 

Qh 

7513/S -4513/S For Superior Quality Studio Color 

4415/ S -4416/S For Uniform Color 
at Black -and -White Lighting Levels 

8092A/ S For Unequalled Remote Color Pickup 
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RCA BROADCAST TUBE DISTRIBUTOR 
For complete technical information, ask for RCA's new Camera Tube cata- 
log, CAM -600B. RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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